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Abstract
Transient chaos has been receiving increasing attention due to its appli-
cations in fluid dynamics, dye boundaries, advection, chemical reactions,
etc. In this thesis, we focus on two fundamental topics of transient chaos:
random perturbations of deterministic trajectories in open billiard systems
and efficient sampling of initial conditions.
To study random perturbations of deterministic trajectories, we numer-
ically compute the survival probability of trajectories in a mixed phase
space open billiard with noise-perturbed trajectories. On Ref. [1], it
was shown that noise can increase the life-time of trajectories in area-
preserving chaotic systems. Here, we generalize these results to mixed
phase space billiard systems. We also show that, for small noise inten-
sities, the escape rate due to noise scales with noise intensity squared.
For sufficiently high noise intensities, this escape rate has a cutoff at the
escape rate obtained in the non-perturbed system. We believe that our
results can have practical implications, for instance, in the study of laser
cavities. These findings were published in Ref. [2].
One current problem of numerically computing quantities in transient sys-
tems is that most methods are exponentially slow with increasing escape
time. In this thesis, we use the Landau algorithm[3] and show that it is
possible to compute the escape time distribution in polynomial time, much
faster than the current methods. We show that, for an efficient sampling,
the proposal function of the Monte Carlo process must scale the maximum
Lyapunov exponent, a fundamental property of the dynamical system. We
present a new algorithm that computes both the escape time distribution
and the desired proposal function in both area preserving maps and higher
dimensional systems with dimensions at least 4. We argue that numerical
simulations in transient chaos can highly benefit from our method.
We show the problems of extending these results to non-hyperbolic Hamil-
tonian systems.
Resumo
O caos transiente tem recebido crescente atenção devido às suas aplicações
em dinâmica dos fluidos, fronteiras de tintas, advecção, reacções químicas,
etc. Nesta tese, focamo-nos em dois tópicos fundamentais do caos tran-
siente: perturbações aleatórias em bilhares abertos e amostragem eficiente
de condições iniciais.
Para estudar perturbações aleatórias de trajetórias deterministicas, cal-
culamos a probabilidade de sobrevivência de trajetórias perturbadas com
ruído num bilhar aberto com espaço de fase misto. Na Ref. [1] foi
mostrado que o ruído pode aumentar o tempo de vida das trajetórias
em sistemas caóticos que preservam àrea. Nós generalizamos esses resul-
tados para bilhares de espaço de fase misto. Mostramos que para baixas
intensidades, a taxa de escape devido ao ruído aumenta quadraticamente
com a intensidade do ruído. No entanto, para ruído elevado, esta taxa de
escape é limitada pela taxa de escape do bilhar não perturbado. Acredita-
mos que os nossos resultados podem ter aplicações práticas, por exemplo,
no estudo de cavidades laser. Estes resultados foram publicados na Ref.
[2].
Um problema importante ao calcular numericamente quantidades em sis-
temas transientes é que a grande maioria dos métodos é exponencialmente
lento com o aumento do tempo de escape. Nesta tese usamos o algoritmo
de Landau[3] e mostramos que é possível calcular a distribuição de tempos
de escape em tempo polinomial, muito mais eficiente que os métodos usa-
dos hoje em dia. Mostramos que para uma amostragem eficiente, a função
proposta do processo de Monte Carlo tem de escalar com o expoente de
Lyapunov, uma propriedade fundamental do sistema dinâmico. Apresen-
tamos também um novo algoritmo que calcula não só a distribuição de
tempos de escape como também a função proposta que garante eficiência,
tanto em mapas que preservam a área como em sistemas de pelo menos
4 dimensões. Acreditamos que simulações numéricas em caos transiente
podem beneficiar imenso com o nosso método.
Por fim, listamos alguns problemas em generalizar o método para sistemas
hamiltonianos não hiperbólicos.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction to dynamical systems
1.1.1 Hamiltonian systems
A dynamical system is defined as a set of deterministic variables, r, described by an
evolution equation
dr
dt
= F (r, t)
where r ∈ Ω, Ω is the phase space of the dynamical system and F (r, t) is a vectorial
function.
We will focus in time independent Hamiltonian systems, systems that are com-
pletely described by the scalar function H (r), the Hamiltonian. Let r = (p, q) ∈
RN ×RN = R2N the set of variables that completely describe the system, in which q
e p are 2N coordinates (the position and the conjugate momentum of the system).
An Hamiltonian system is one in which
F (r) = SN · ∂rH (r) (1.1)
where
∂rH (r) ≡
[
∂pH (p, q)
∂qH (p, q)
]
and SN a matrix defined by
SN =
[
ON −IN
IN ON
]
.
where ON is the N × N null matrix, and IN is the N × N identity matrix. One of
the main properties of an Hamiltonian system is the preservation of the phase space
volume, a consequence of null divergence of F (r):
∂
∂r
· F (r) = ∂
∂p
(
−∂H
∂q
)
+
∂
∂q
(
∂H
∂p
)
= 0
1
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We also notice that the time evolution of the volume inside a closed surface of the
phase space, S0, is null:
d
dt
∫
S0
d2Nr =
∫
S0
dr
dt
dS =
∫
S0
F · dS =
∫
S0
∂
∂r
· F d2Nr = 0
which is the well known Liouville theorem.
However, the most fundamental structure of the Hamiltonian system is that it is
sympletic[4]. Consider the three trajectories
• (p (t) , q (t))
• (p (t) + δp (t) , q (t) + δq (t)) and
• (p (t) + δp′ (t) , q (t) + δq′ (t))
where δp, δq, δp′, δq′ are infinitesimal column vectors. A system is said sympletic if
and only if
d
dt
(δp · δq′ − δq · δp′) = d
dt
(
δr† · SN · δr′
)
= 0 (1.2)
where † means transpose. We see that an Hamiltonian system is sympletic because
d
dt
(
δr† · SN · δr′
)
=
dδr†
dt
· SN · δr′ + δr† · SN · dδr
′
dt
=
(
∂F
∂r
· δr
)†
· SN · δr′ + δr† · SN ·
(
∂F
∂r
· δr′
)
= δr† ·
(
SN · ∂
2H
∂r∂r
)†
· SN · δr′ + δr† · SN ·
(
SN · ∂
2H
∂r∂r
)
· δr′
= 0
where the last equality comes from(
∂2H
∂r∂r
)†
=
∂2H
∂r∂r
and
SN · SN = −I2N , S†N = −SN .
As an example of an Hamiltonian system, we consider the two dimensional system
characterized by a point ball inside a circumference-like wall, with specular reflections
in the wall. The Hamiltonian of the system is
H (p, q) =
p2
2m
+
{
0 if |q|2 ≤ 1
∞ else (1.3)
where q = (x, y) and p = m (vx, vy), and we will call it our toy model. This system
has 2N = 4 degrees of freedom and energy conservation dictates that p2 = const,
which we will use p2 = 1.
2
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1.1.2 The Poincaré surface of section and sympletic maps
Given a dynamical system of 2N degrees of freedom, it is frequent to project it in a
2N − 1 space by considering the projection of the system’s evolution over a surface
of section of the phase space. It can be shown that this projection is well defined in
Hamiltonian systems and this map is sympletic[4]. A map
rn+1 = T (rn)
is called sympletic when the matrix A = ∂T/∂r satisfies
SN = A
† · SN · A . (1.4)
A matrix that fulfills this condition is called a sympletic matrix and thus the map is
called a sympletic map. It can be shown that sympletic maps are area-preserving[4]
and that in two dimensions, area-preserving maps are also sympletic maps. One
important property of sympletic matrices is that if λ is an eigenvalue of A, i.e. if it
is a solution of
det (A− Iλ) = 0 ,
using Eq. 1.4, we can compute
A = S−1N
(
A†
)−1
SN (1.5)
and thus
det (A− Iλ) = det
(
S−1N
(
A†
)−1
SN − Iλ
)
= det
((
A†
)−1 − Iλ)
= det
(
A−1 − Iλ)
which means that the eigenvalues of A and A−1 are the same. Because they are the
inverses of each other, the only possible solution is the eigenvalues of A to occur in
pairs (λ, λ−1).
We now look at our toy model, and we present an example of a surface of section, in
this case the constraint x2 + y2 = 1. This surface of section considers the particular
times on which the particle hits the boundary. It is easy to see that the angle of
incidence does not vary in time; so, in total, there are 2 time independent quantities:
the energy and the angle of incidence, and we are restricting the phase space to
|q| = 1. With these three constraints, we can write the Hamiltonian in a map of
2N − 3 = 1 time dependent coordinates. One way this can be achieved is to consider
3
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Figure 1.1: (Color Online) Circular billiard in Birkhoff coordinates. (a) Representa-
tion of the billiard table. (b) Phase space representation. The red dots represent a
period 6 periodic orbit, and in green triangles the period 2. Black lines in the phase
space represent orbits that have w /∈ Z. They asymptotically fill the whole line.
the Birkoff coordinates, which are also area-preserving[5]. The Birkoff coordinates can
be expressed as (ω, sinα), ω ∈ [0, 2pi] and sinα ∈ [−1, 1] where ω is the angle in the
boundary and α is the angle of reflection as shown in figure 1.1. Notice that because
of the angle of incidence conservation, α is constant. Using Birkoff coordinates, the
discrete map is called the circurlar billiard map and can be written as[5]
T (ωn) :
{
αn+1 = αn
ωn+1 = ωn + (pi − 2αn)
. (1.6)
One interesting feature of this map is that if the initial α is such that the number
w ≡ pi
2α
∈ Z (1.7)
then any initial condition ω0 leads to a periodic orbit. For instance, if α = pi/3,
ωn+6 = ωn + 6
(
pi − 2pi
3
)
= ωn + 2pi = ωn ,
i.e. the orbit draws an hexagon inscribed inside the circle, as represented in the
figure 1.1. So, even in this simple example we can distinguish two kinds of orbits:
the periodic ones, for w ∈ Z and the ones called quasi-periodic, when w /∈ Z, which
are aperiodic and asymptotically visit the interval [0, 2pi] in ω. Their representation
in the billiard are polygons which tilt a bit for each new complete rotation in the
circle; in the phase space, these aperiodic orbits are represented by lines, as in Fig.
1.1(b). We can also see that periodic orbits of the flow are fixed points of the map,
and aperiodic orbits of the flow are lines in the map’s phase space.
4
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1.1.3 Stability of sympletic maps
We now provide some general results in the stability of the periodic orbits, and for
simplicity we restrict ourselves to the 2-dimensional maps. A point r∗ in the phase
space is called a fixed point if
T (r∗) = r∗ (1.8)
and a periodic orbit of period n is such that every point in the orbit fulfills
T n (r∗) = r∗
where the upper script n is to be read as the n-th iteration of the map. As we have
seen in the toy model, the hexagon is an example of a periodic orbit. Also, notice
that a periodic orbit of period n is a fixed point of the map T n, thus we can restrict
the study of the linear stability to fixed points. Because the map T is sympletic,
T n is also sympletic[4] and so both their eigenvalues occur in pairs (λ, λ−1). This
means that, for 2-dimensional area-preserving maps, the eigenvalues of the matrix
A∗ = ∂T n/∂r (r∗) can only be of one of the two cases:
1. both roots are real, λ, λ−1 or
2. both roots are complex numbers in unit circle, λ, λ−1 = exp (±iθ).
In the first case, orbits nearby the fixed point asymptotically converge (diverge) to
the fixed orbit by the direction of the eigenvector associated to |λ| < 1 (|λ| > 1).
These fixed points are called hyperbolic fixed point. The origin of the word hyperbolic
is clear when we represent it in figure 1.2 along with some trajectories. In the second
case, nearby orbits rotate around the fixed point.
1.1.4 Manifolds and hyperbolicity
The stable(unstable) manifold of an hyperbolic point is defined as the set of points in
the phase space that asymptotically converge(diverge) to it[4]. The relevance of hyper-
bolic point is that important mathematical results can be derived in its vicinity[4, 5],
which greatly simplifies its study. We will later see some of these results.
Given an hyperbolic point, one can ask to what extent the stable and unstable
manifolds intersect each other. In Hamiltonian systems, two stable manifolds cannot
intersect each other. If it was not so, a forward iteration in time would have two
solutions, which is not possible by the uniqueness of Hamilton equations. Similar ar-
guments apply for two unstable manifolds in inverse time. However, a stable manifold
5
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Figure 1.2: (Color Online) Representation of an hyperbolic fixed point (black dot at
center) and some trajectories that pass close of it. Also depicted in figure, the stable
Ws (blue) and unstable Wu (red) manifold, which are tangent to the eigenvector
associated with the |λ| < 1 and |λ| > 1 respectively.
can intersect an unstable manifold. This intersection is called an homoclinic point,
and if one exists, there are infinitely many[6, 4]. To see this, first, we have to notice
that a forward iteration of a point in both the stable and unstable manifold must also
be in both the stable and unstable manifold. Then, an iteration of a point belonging
to the two manifolds must also belong to both of them. It can be shown that between
an homoclinic point γ and its first iteration, T (γ), must also exist another homoclinic
point[6]. This leads to a complicated arrangement of the manifolds, exemplified in
figure 1.3.
1.1.4.1 Hyperbolic chaos
Chaos, defined as a sensitive dependence on initial conditions, is a phenomenum
closely related to the concept of hyperbolic points. Before we explain its origin in
dynamical systems, we provide a simple example of an area-preserving map that
exhibits chaos. Consider a baker, and the typical movement he makes to mix the
several ingredients of the bread. This movement can minimally be described by two
different actions: first the baker stretches the dough in one direction, and then he
folds it onto the dough itself. This process of stretching and folding can be written as
a map, called the baker map, which is a paradigmatic example of a two dimensional
6
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Figure 1.3: (Color Online) Complicated arrangement of the homoclinic intersections
(black dots) of the stable (Ws) and unstable (Wu) manifold, of the discrete nonlinear
Schrödinger equation, retrieved from Ref. [7].
hyperbolic area preserving map[4]. The map is defined by
T :

{
xn+1 = xn/2
yn+1 = 2yn
if yn ≤ 1/2{
xn+1 = 1/2 + xn/2
yn+1 = 2yn − 1
if yn > 1/2
in the square [0, 1]× [0, 1]. It has two fixed points, the (0, 0) and (1, 1). One notices
that the points in (0, 0+) are repelled from (0, 0), while points in (0+, 0) are attracted
to (0, 0), and thus the stable manifold is tangent to us = (1, 0), and the unstable
manifold to uu = (0, 1) near (0, 0). Moreover, two points that start close to each
other will always exponentially diverge: given r and r + ε, one iteration of the map
will always make the y component of r to exponentially increase (with exponent log 2),
and thus εy will be further and further amplified. For instance, if εy = 2−20, after 19
iterations, εy = 2−1, and thus the two initial conditions are now far away from each
other, the reason of the expression “sensitive dependence in the initial conditions”.
Formally, a system can be defined as chaotic if it has a positive Lyapunov exponent [4].
The Lyapunov exponent is defined as the average exponent of divergence of initial
conditions[4],
λ (u0) =
1
Vphase−space
∫
phase−space
dr
1
n
log
∣∣∣∣∂T n (r)∂r · u0
∣∣∣∣ (1.9)
where u0 is unitary vector defining the direction from which the Lyapunov exponent
is being calculated. From the definition, if the maximum Lyapunov is positive, the
map is chaotic. In this map, the Lyapunov exponent in the direction u0 = yˆ is log 2
7
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which allow us to conclude that the baker map is chaotic. It can be shown that if the
map is area-preserving the sum of Lyapunov exponents must be null[4]. The other
Lyapunov exponent of this system is the one with u0 = xˆ, which is log 2−1 = − log 2,
as it should. Thus, in a two-dimensional area preserving map, either both Lyapunov
exponents are zero, or they occur in pairs ±λ.
Smale[8] has shown that the existence of homoclinic points leads to a dynamics
that can be represented by the same type of dynamics of the baker’s map1, thus
showing chaotic behavior. One can then characterize chaos as a consequence of a
stretching and folding mechanism, which causes small errors to be amplified.
1.2 Chaotic and regular motion in mixed phase space
systems
In our toy model, we were able to re-write the map in a very simple formulation (Eq.
1.6) and clearly not showing any chaotic behavior. One natural question is when is
this possible. In this section we provide some insight in what is integrability, and why
it is important in ruling out chaoticity of a system.
We start with the concept of constant of motion, which is any quantity f (p, q)
that does not vary under the action of the map or flow. The most prominent example
of a constant of motion in time independent Hamiltonian systems is the Hamiltonian
itself, which is constant equal to the total energy of the system. Generically, we can
write the total time derivative of f as
df
dt
=
dp
dt
∂f
∂p
+
dq
dt
∂f
∂q
=
∂H
∂p
∂f
∂q
− ∂H
∂q
∂f
∂p
≡ {f,H}
where {·, ·} is the Poisson brackets. This means that f is a constant of motion if and
only if
{f,H} = 0 .
A Hamiltonian system is called integrable when one can find N independent con-
stants of motion, fi, such that
{fi, fj} = 0 ∀i, j = 1, ..., N
1Rigorously, Smale showed that the homoclinic points lead to equivalent dynamics of the Smale
horseshoe map, which in turn can be represented by a symbolic dynamics. Baker’s map can also
be represented via symbolic dynamics, and thus for practical reasons has the same features as the
horseshoe map. We have used Baker’s map because it will later be used in this thesis.
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Figure 1.4: (Color) Schematic representation of a 2-dimensional torus in a generic
3D space and the respective continuous variation of the coordinates θ1 (red) and θ2
(green). The system moves freely on the surface of the torus. The torus’ big radius is
given by ω1 and the smaller by ω2. The plane represents a surface of section θ1 = 2pi.
where f1 = H. This definition is motivated by the fact that, when we are able to
find those fi, it can be shown[4] that it is possible to perform a canonical change of
variables such that, in the new set of coordinates, (I,θ), the solution of the system is{
I (t) = I (0)
θ (t) = θ (0) + ω (I) t mod 2pi
(1.10)
where
ω (I) =
∂H ′
∂I
and H ′ is the Hamiltonian in the new set of variables (I,θ). Because ω does not
depend on time, the movement is very simple. It can be viewed as a movement
restricted to a N-dimensional toroidal surface in the phase space, represented in figure
1.4. The analogy to a simple rotation is clear if we interpret θ as an angle and ω as
an angular frequency. Our toy model is a clear example of an integrable system. We
have 2 constants of motion in a 4 dimensional Hamiltonian system and thus we were
able to write the discrete map which, when solved for an arbitrary n, is of the form
1.10. An integrable system is naturally non-chaotic because the maximum Lyapunov
exponent is zero.
1.2.1 KAM Theorem and non-hyperbolic components
A fundamental question in this image of integrable Hamiltonian system is whether
the system stays integrable after a perturbation. Komogorov, Arnold and Mosser
9
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built, between 1954 and 1973, the KAM theorem where they presented a very general
framework to test the integrability of dynamical systems. In general lines, they have
shown that, for small ε, most of the unperturbed tori survive. I.e. the set of tori
that does not survive is a set of zero measure. However, this set is dense in the phase
space and suffers dramatic changes.
The KAM theorem shows that the tori whose orbits are periodic (those that satisfy
Eq. 1.7 in the toy model) are those that suffer fundamental changes in the dynamics.
The infinitesimal perturbation destroys those tori and creates a set of elliptical and
hyperbolic points[4] around them. The non-triviality comes from the fact that these
new elliptic points also bifurcate because of the perturbation, generating a new set
of elliptical and hyperbolic points, leading to an ad infinitum[4] cascade. The final
outcome can be seen as an hierarchic structure with a depth: the “first” set of periodic
points was destroyed and created a “second” set which creates a “third” set, etc. These
complicated structures, formed around each periodic orbit, are called KAM islands.
It can also be shown that on each hierarchic structure there is also chaos[4, 6] due to
the generated hyperbolic points inside them.
As a picture of the phenomena, we present the changes of the phase space of the
kicked rotor: a bar with moment of inertia I and length l, fastened to a frictionless
pivot in one side and free in the other. This rotor is subject to a periodic kick of
strength K/l at times t = τ, 2τ, 3τ, ..., nτ . The Hamiltonian of the system is
H (pθ, θ, t) =
p2θ
2I
+K cos θ
∑
n
δ (t− nτ)
which means that this Hamiltonian system is not energy conserved if K 6= 0. With
natural units τ/I = 1, one can use a surface of section at time t = nτ to obtain the
map[4] {
θn+1 = (θn + pn)mod 2pi
pn+1 = pn +K sin θn+1
.
In figure 1.5 the phase space of the kicked rotor is shown for six different values
of K in the six top panels. For K = 0, the tori are unperturbed and the system is
integrable. With increasing K, some tori are destroyed and a KAM island is formed
around the period 1 periodic orbit. As K is increased, more and more islands around
points with increasing period are formed. Notice that magnifications of a periodic
orbit (two bottom panels) would lead to the same picture due to the hierarchic struc-
ture explained before. In our language, each magnification would be looking for a
different depth.
10
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Figure 1.5: (Color Online) The phase space in the variables (pn, θn/2pi) of the kicked
motor for 6 values of K. top left K = 0 (integrable), top right K = 0.01, middle-
up left K = 0.1, middle-up right K = 0.5, middle-down left K = 1, middle-down
right K = 1.5. Bottom left is an amplification of the middle-down right, and bottom
right an amplication of the bottom left. Notice the formation of the hyperbolic and
elliptic points around the central island is clear in the K = 1.5 panel, where one can
distinguish 6 elliptic points and hyperbolic points and that further amplications of
them lead to the same picture. The dotted area represents the chaotic component.
11
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KAM islands are non-hyperbolic components which affect the dynamic of the
chaotic trajectories. Without further details, which we refer to Refs. [4, 9, 6, 10],
we would like to note that several models[9, 11, 12] were developed to study these
structures and they predict that orbits that pass close by these KAM islands suffer
from stickiness [13, 9, 14, 15]: once a chaotic orbit approaches these regions, it tends to
stick near them. The stickiness appears due to the trapping of orbits in the boundary
of a KAM island[9, 6]. This trapping is essentially due to the arrangement of semi-
boundaries (also called cantorus), close to the KAM island. These semi-boundaries
were tori that were broken by the perturbation. The fundamental change is that these
semi-boundaries, contrary to a tori, allow the passage of orbits within it and so a flux
can be defined on it as the number of orbits that can pass per area per unit of time.
However, given the hierarchic structure presented in Sec. 1.2.1, several arguments lead
to the conclusion that the scaling of this flux is a power-law (with negative exponent)
with the depth of the island[9], i.e. the more in-depth the structure is, the smaller
the flux is. This is a way of understanding stickiness in KAM islands[11, 12, 9, 6]:
the greater the depth (in the hierarchic structure) the orbit is at, the more difficult
it is to go to the next and more time it stays in that depth because the flux across
the semi-boundaries is smaller and smaller.
We would like to emphasize that stickiness is not restricted to KAM islands. In
general, non-hyperbolic components lead to stickiness of the orbits. Stickiness is
defined when a region leads to a power-law behaviour of some properties (e.g. the
recurrence time distribution) which would otherwise be exponential[15]. For instance,
nearby the KAM islands, the Lyapunov exponent is zero as the divergence of initial
conditions is power-law. Another example of non-hyperbolic components which also
show stickiness are the marginally unstable periodic orbits (MUPOs)[16]. While these
orbits have zero measure (contrary to the KAM islands), they also lead to a power-law
behaviour of transport properties.
One important feature of the KAM islands and MUPOs is that they can be embed-
ded in the hyperbolic chaotic component of the phase space (also called the chaotic
sea). Motivated by this fact, systems haveing a coexistence of chaotic and non-chaotic
trajectories in different components (of positive volume) of the phase-space are called
mixed phase-space systems[4].
12
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1.3 Open systems and transient chaos
So far, the systems we have discussed are closed: trajectories remain in a bounded
region of the phase space. In this section we introduce the concept of transient
chaos. Transient chaos occurs naturally in scattering problems: typically, a particle
approaches a scattering region in a very simple movement, performs some chaotic
movement inside the scattering region, and leaves it in another trivial movement.
Transient chaos deals, for instance, with the chaotic movement in the scattering
region and how it can affect the final outcome of the trajectory. Fluid dynamics, dye
boundaries, advection, and chemical reactions are all examples that highly benefit
from this framework[17, 4]. Another motivation of transient chaos is the connection
between the properties of closed systems and open systems. For instance in our toy
model (Eq. 1.3), if we insert a leak (a hole) in the boundary from where the particle
could leave, the system becomes transient inside the circumference. However, the
dynamics of the system in the limit the size of the leak going to zero approaches the
dynamics of the closed system[18].
Perhaps the most important quantity that appears in open systems is the escape
time distribution, ρ (t)[17]. Given an ensemble of initial conditions (e.g. uniformly
distributed in the phase space), ρ (t) is the relative number of them that escape
at time t. The escape time distribution allow us to quantify the time-scale of the
transient[17]. It also allows the study of closed systems for instance by its connection
with the Poincaré recurrence time distribution[18].
1.3.1 Open hyperbolic systems
In open hyperbolic systems, the escape time distribution decays exponentially,
ρ (t) ∝ e−γt for t→∞ (1.11)
where γ is called the escape rate[17]. This scaling is the signature of chaoticity in open
systems and defines the time-scale of the transient[17]. Notice that γ is the inverse
of the characteristic time a particle stays in the transient and so is an important
quantity to quantify the transient. A quantity closely related to ρ (t) and often used
is the surviving probability, which is the probability of a particle surviving until time
t. It is given by the cumulative of ρ (t),
P (t) =
∞∑
t′=t
ρ (t′)
13
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and thus the main scalings of ρ (t) are also present on P (t)[15]. We will use both
P (t) and ρ (t) in this thesis.
An example of a chaotic hyperbolic system is the open baker map[17]. The open
baker map is very similar to the baker map introduced in Sec. 1.1.4.1, and is defined
by 
{
xt+1 = cxt
yt+1 = c
−1yt
if yt < 1/2{
xt+1 = 1− d (1− xt)
yt+1 = 1− d−1 (1− yt) yt
if yt > 1/2
in the unit square, [0, 1] × [0, 1] and c, d < 1, c−1/2 > 1, d−1/2 > 1 are the two
parameters of the map. This map is schematically represented in Fig. 1.6 and consists
in compressing the lower half part (below the dashed blue line) of the unit square
in the x direction, and stretching it in the y direction, while the same is done in
the upper part. In this thesis, we represent the two parameters of the map by the
notation 1
c
&1
d
, i.e. for c = 1/3 and d = 1/6, we call it the 3&6 open baker map. This
map is open as there are regions inside the unit square that are mapped outside it and
thus leave, as represented in figure 1.6. The open baker map has the advantage that
all the main quantities of interest can be analytically computed[17]. For instance, the
region that does not escape after each iteration is c+d, which leads to an escape rate
of[17]
γ = − log (c+ d) . (1.12)
One important question at this moment is whether every point leaves the system.
The set of points of the phase space that never escape in neither forward nor back-
wards iterations of the map is called the chaotic saddle[17]; homoclinic intersections
defined in Sec. 1.1.4 are part of this set. The name “chaotic saddle” is motivated by
the same reasons of the name hyperbolic point in Sec. 1.1.4. In chaotic hyperbolic
systems, the chaotic saddle is a zero measure set, i.e. the probability of a randomly
chosen point in the phase space to be part of the chaotic saddle is null. Still, the
chaotic saddle is important because it can be used to characterize all asymptotic
properties of the escaping trajectories (e.g. the Lyapunov exponent). Moreover, the
chaotic saddle is a fractal set, i.e. a set with non-integer dimension, D0 /∈ N[17]. In the
3&3 open baker map the set of points that never leave the system in forward iterations
is the middle third Cantor set(see Fig 1.6c) which has dimension D0 = log 2/ log 3[17].
While fractal sets have a subject on their own, they are strongly connected with dy-
namical systems[4]. Likewise, in open systems they also play an important role, as
the chaotic saddle of a chaotic hyperbolic systems is a fractal set.
14
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Figure 1.6: (Color Online) Schematic representation of the open baker map. a) an
iteration of the full phase space; b) the iteration of the region that leaks on the first
iteration. c) regions that leak at different iterations of the map. The colored arrows
indicate the first iteration of the map with the compressing in red and the stretching
in green.
15
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One important relationship between the properties of the saddle and the properties
of the open hyperbolic chaotic system is that the information dimension[17], D1, of
the chaotic saddle, is related to the escape rate and the Lyapunov exponent of the
system[17],
D1 = 1− γ
λ1
, (1.13)
where λ1 is the positive Lyapunov exponent introduced in Sec. 1.1.4.1. For instance,
in the open baker map, it can be shown to be[17]
λ1 =
c−1 log d−1 + d−1 log c−1
d−1 + c−1
. (1.14)
So, the dynamical properties of the system (γ, λ1) are related with a property of the
chaotic saddle, a property of a set. Another property which we will need is the metric
entropy[17],
K1 = λ1 − γ (1.15)
which is related with the growth of information of the measure[17].
Another advantage of the open baker map is that the chaotic saddle is a well known
set, and thus allow important results to be derived. However, the most important
advantage of the the open baker map is its generality: it is a paradigmatic example
of chaotic open hyperbolic systems[17]; it has all the main features of them: fractal
chaotic saddle, exponential decay of the escape time distribution, simple dynamics,
etc. A more complicated example of a paradigmatic transient system is the Hénon
map defined as {
xn+1 = k − x2n − yn
yn+1 = xn .
(1.16)
Normally, one begins the initial conditions in the strip Iinitial defined by xi ∈ [0.9xfp, 1.0xfp]
and yi = 0.9yfp where xfp = yfp = −1 −
√
1 + k are the fixed points of the map.
Like in the open baker map, almost all (except a set of zero measure) the orbits will
eventually escape from region x < 1.1xfp and y < 1.1yfp[10] if the map is hyperbolic.
This map is a typical scattering problem where particles are being sent to the scatter
in one direction, and are being scattered to another direction. In figure 1.7b, the
escape time distribution as a function of x is plotted, calculated by sampling uni-
formly several hundred of particles inside Iinitial. We can clearly see the fractality of
the phase space in 1.7b, as a zoom of the picture gets the same picture ad infinitum.
The reason for such high times in Iinitial is justified by the existence of an intersection
of the stable manifold with the strip Iinitial, depicted in Fig. 1.7a. The fractality
is justified by the existence of an homoclinic intersection of the stable and unstable
16
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(a) (Color Online) Stable and unstable
manifold of the Hénon map with k = 6 near
the fixed point (black dot). The manifolds
cross each other, leading to chaotic behav-
ior of the map. The strip of initial condi-
tions, Iinitial, and exiting condition Ileak is
also shown. Notice that Ws crosses Istrip
infinite times, and this set is fractal, which
is the reason why there is such a complex
structure in Fig. 1.7b.
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(b) Escape time distribution of initial con-
ditions inside Iinitial that leave in Ileak.
Because the stable manifold crosses Iinitial
infinite times, there will be an infinite num-
ber of points which do not escape, which
is a thin fractal set. Non-trivial behavior
appears nearby those points. Further and
further amplifications lead to the same pic-
ture, picture of fractal phase-space.
Figure 1.7: Representation of the hyperbolic Hénon map, Eq. 1.16 with k = 6.
manifold of the fixed point, also presented in figure 1.7a. For k = 6, the Hénon map
is hyperbolic, with an escape rate of γ ≈ 0.64.
1.3.2 Open non-hyperbolic systems
In non-hyperbolic systems, the picture gets more complicated because, as mentioned
in Sec. 1.2.1, non-hyperbolic components like the borders of the KAM islands lead
to stickiness of trajectories. One of the most important consequences of stickiness
in open systems is that it changes the scaling of the escape time distribution from
exponential to a power law decay for long time behavior:
ρ (t) ∝ t−β .
The question of whether the asymptotic regime has a well-defined and universal power
law in the generic KAM case is still under investigation for area-preserving maps (see
Refs.[11, 12] for the latest results that indicate β ≈ 2.57). If no KAM islands are
present, an exponent β = 2 can be obtained for MUPOs [19, 20, 21] (see Sec. 1.2.1).
For simplicity we write the asymptotic decay as t−β, but it is meant to describe the
power-law like behavior usually observed in non-hyperbolic systems [13, 9, 14].
While in fully chaotic systems the chaotic saddle (Sec. 1.3.1) is a zero measure
fractal set, in the case of non-hyperbolic systems the chaotic saddle can contain a
17
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similar hyperbolic component[22, 18] but, additionally, it can include non-hyperbolic
components like KAM islands. This means that typically there is a crossing over
from exponential decay to power-law behaviour in these systems[18]. An example of
an open non-hyperbolic system is the Hénon map with k = 2[10] as one of the fixed
point is elliptic and forms KAM islands around it.
1.3.3 Open billiards
An important class of dynamical systems are the billiard systems. A billiard is a
two-dimensional planar domain, in which a point particle moves with constant ve-
locity inside it with specular reflections in the domain boundary. The toy model
we have been discussing so far (see Fig. 1.1) is one of the simplest examples of a
billiard. Billiard systems are naturally Hamiltonian because the boundary can be
written as an Hamiltonian, like in Eq. 1.3. Recent literature has focused in open
chaotic billiards due to the increasing interest in their applications[23, 24, 25]. For
instance, a two-slab mirrored semi-conductor material can be perpendicularly excited
and stimulated emission occurs in the parallel direction, creating a laser cavity. If
we add a hole in the cavity, laser emission can be obtained from it. The shape of
the cavity leads to different emission patterns, which can be studied by open clas-
sical billiards[26]. Moreover, from the theoretical point of view, open billiards have
also been extensively studied[27, 28, 29, 20, 21], and constitute a paradigmatic class
of Hamiltonian systems with mixed phase space: they can exhibit both integrable
movement, periodic orbits, KAM islands, and chaotic behavior[15]. Thus, not only
they are used to study particular devices, they are also used to study the general
properties of mixed phase space Hamiltonian systems.
1.4 Focus of this thesis
In this thesis we investigate fundamental properties of open chaotic systems, having
in mind numerical and experimental configurations of interest. We focus on two prob-
lems: the effect of white noise perturbations in mixed phase space billiard systems,
and the problem of how to efficiently sample points in the phase space in order to
achieve better statistics. In both problems the crucial step is to relate the previously
discussed phase space structures (chaotic saddle, manifolds, KAM islands, etc.) to
the quantities of interest in the problem (the survival probability in the case of noise
perturbations and the sampling technique in the sampling problem). Analytical cal-
culations are combined with numerical simulations in simple paradigmatic systems,
18
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which show the generic properties of Hamiltonian transiently chaotic systems dis-
cussed in the previous sections.
We start with a characterization of the survival probability, both with and without
noise. Our objective is to connect the different phase space components of the billiard
with the different regimes of the survival probability and characterize how the noise
changes them. One motivation to apply noise perturbations in billiard systems is to
extend the unperturbed “perfect model” to a more realistic situation, in which the
billiard can have noisy perturbations. These results generalize the ones obtained by
Altmann and Endler[1]. Our idea is to reproduce and to extend the results of Ref.
[1] to mixed phase space billiard systems, showing that the trapping of trajectories
also exists in general billiards and thus can have consequences in physical devices. In
particular, we would like to answer the following questions:
• Does noise also increase the trapping in open chaotic billiard systems?
• Can we quantify this trapping and relate it to the size of the phase space
components?
• Can we fully characterize the survival probability in terms of phase space com-
ponents?
One of the main difficulties of numerical analysis of transient chaos, in opposite
to permanent chaos, is that most trajectories quickly (exponentially fast) exit the
region of interest. Therefore it is computationally very expensive to perform the
averages over long-living trajectories required to compute the main properties of these
systems (e.g., the escape rate or the Lyapunov exponent in Eq. 1.9). This problem
occurs because most of the current methods used to compute an average in an open
dynamical system use an uniform distribution in the initial conditions.
The main idea we explore is to search for a more efficient sampling of initial condi-
tions, which will still allow us to calculate the results we would have obtained had we
sampled the phase space uniformly. One reason for this is that importance sampling
techniques allow the use of phase space properties to improve the sampling. A more
efficient sampling should be able to track more rare events which are exactly those
that approach the chaotic saddle[17], and thus are the ones which better approach the
statistical quantities of it. So, it is of utmost importance that an efficient sampling
technique can be used on these systems[17, 30]. In particular, we would like to answer
the following questions:
19
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• Can we apply importance sampling techniques in phases-spaces with fractal
structures? Is it worth it?
• Since we can think of ρ (t) as a density of states, can we compute it using Landau
algorithm[3]? Is it worth it?
• How are the phase space components of the dynamical system related with the
properties of the sampling process? How can we take advantage of them?
• Is Monte Carlo integration worth in open dynamical systems?
While most of the computational topics were not included in this introduction, in
Chap. 3 they will be properly introduced.
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Noise perturbed chaotic billiards
2.1 Characterization of the closed billiard
We now introduce a generic mixed phase-space billiard, the annular billiard. The
annular billiard[31] is constructed from two circles, with radius’ ratio r, and a distance
between centers δ (see Fig 2.1(a)). We set r = 0.3, δ = 0.65 because it depicts all the
features of a typical chaotic billiard with mixed phase-space. This billiard constitutes
a paradigmatic example of a chaotic billiard with mixed phase-space and we argue
that our results are generic to mixed phase-space billiards.
We apply a section of surface on the condition x2+y2 = 1, like we have done in our
toy model (Sec. 1.1.2)[31]. Along with the total energy conservation, this surface of
section allows the 4-dimensional phase-space to be mapped to a two dimensional space
with Birkoff coordinates (ω, sinα), defined in figure 2.1(a). On these coordinates,
the particle’s movement can be described by a two dimensional map[31]. This map
considers two distinct possible behaviors between collisions: either the particle does
not hit the inner circle, which we will call it the “a” map, or when it hits, which
we will call the “b” map[31]. Notice that, by construction, it is not possible for the
particle to hit the inner circle twice between two collisions with the outer circle. The
map “a” can be written as
Ta (ωn, αn) :
{
αn+1 = αn
ωn+1 = (pi − 2αn)
and the “b” as
Tb (ωn, αn) :
{
αn+1 = sin
−1 (sinαn + δ sin (αn − ωn)− δ sin (φn+1 + βn+1))
ωn+1 = φn+1 + βn+1 − αn+1
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Figure 2.1: (Color online) The annular billiard with r = 0.3 and δ = 0.65. (a)
Configuration space showing selected periodic orbits. (b) Phase space obtained as a
Poincaré surface of section at the outer circle. Shown MUPOs: (2, 1) (green triangles),
(7, 1) (red circles) and KAM island around the period 6 orbit (blue squares). Black
dots in (b) correspond to a single chaotic trajectory. Three positions of leaks are
indicated: ωc,1 = 0.161, ωc,2 = 0.5, and ωc,3 = 0.55 (the shaded region shows the leak
Iωc,3 used in Figs. 2.2 and 2.4).
where {
βn+1 = sin
−1
(
sinαn+δ sin(αn−ωn)
r
)
φn+1 = ωn − αn + βn+1
are the coordinates on the inner circle, needed to compute the new (ωn+1, sinαn+1).
The collision condition, which dictates which map to choose in each iteration, can be
written as
hc ≡ (|sinαn + δ sin (αn − ωn)| ≤ r) . (2.1)
This way, the annular billiard is completely described by
(ωn+1, αn+1) = T (ωn, αn) =
{
Tb (ωn, αn) if hc
Ta (ωn, αn) else
.
Notice that if δ = 0, Tb = Ta and the map is the same as the toy model we have
discussed in Chap. 1. So, the δ parameter can be seen as a perturbation to the
unperturbed Hamiltonian, which, by KAM theorem, destroys its integrability.
The phase space in Birkhoff coordinates (ω, sinα) of the closed annular billiard is
shown in 2.1(b). It can be divided in four invariant components 1-4, which are built
by the trajectories that:
1. do not cross the inner circle of radius r+ δ (|sinα| ≥ r+ δ) and therefore never
satisfy hc in Eq. 2.1. Graphically they correspond to orbits close to the outer
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boundary of the circle and it is called the whispering gallery. For the billiard
used, the whispering gallery exists for | sinα| < 0.95, beyond the dotted line in
Fig. 2.1. Notice that those orbits are described by the Ta, and thus this region
is integrable, where the third constant of motion is the angle of incidence, α.
The movement in this region is thus equivalent to our toy model.
2. cross the circle of radius r + δ (sinα < r + δ) but never satisfy Eq. 2.1. These
conditions are satisfied by periodic orbits that build one-parameter families
of marginally unstable orbits (MUPOs). One trivial example is the diameter
(period p = 2 and winding number q = 1 orbit) highlighted in Fig. 2.1 in green
N. In opposite to the whispering gallery, these orbits are usually embedded in
a chaotic component (see below) and affect the dynamics of chaotic trajectories
despite having zero measure, see Ref. [16] for a detailed investigation in the
annular billiard and Refs. [32, 33, 20] in other systems. For the billiard used, the
following MUPOs (p, q) exist: (2, 1), (6, 1), (7, 1), (8, 1), (9, 1), (19, 2), (29, 3),
(39, 4), (49, 5), (59, 6), (69, 7), (79, 8), (89, 9),.... These MUPOs were calculated
using the method described in Ref. [16].
3. cross the circle of radius r + δ, satisfy the collision condition, but remain close
to a stable periodic orbit. These orbits can be periodic, quasi-periodic, or even
chaotic (confined inside the last quasi-periodic circle) and build the so-called
Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser (KAM) islands explained on the previous chapter.
For the billiard used, the most prominent examples are the trajectories around
the period 6 orbit shown as blue  in Fig. 2.1.
4. cross the circle of radius r + δ (sinα < r + δ), satisfy hc in Eq. 2.1, are
chaotic, and fill a large component of the phase space. Despite the mathematical
difficulties to provide rigorous proofs (see Refs. [34, 35] for rigorous results in
particular cases), it is largely believed that the annular billiard with δ  0
contains a large chaotic component, in which a single trajectory visits a positive
area of the phase space [31, 36, 29, 37]. This large component is called chaotic
sea and, in the notation of the section 1.1.4.1, is responsible for the hyperbolic
chaos. In Fig. 2.1(b) this region corresponds to the large dotted component.
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2.2 Open billiard
2.2.1 Definition of the dynamics
We open the annular billiard by considering a region I at the border of the billiard
through which the trajectories escape [38, 39, 40, 18, 28, 21, 20, 41]. Formally, the
dynamics of the system with leak T˜ is defined based on the dynamics of the closed
billiard T as:
T˜ (r) =
{
escape for r ∈ I
T (r) else
where r = (ω, sinα). By convention, escape occurs only one time step after trajec-
tories hit the leak, so that T˜ is defined in I. We are interested in finite but small I
such that a non-trivial dynamics still exists in the billiard.
In the system discussed here, the chaotic saddle relevant to the escaping trajec-
tories contains a hyperbolic component[22, 18]. However, as mentioned in Sec. 1.3.2,
it also includes a non-hyperbolic component composed in this case by the borders of
the whispering gallery [region 1 of Sec. 2.1], the MUPOs [region 2 of Sec. 2.1], and
of the KAM islands [region 3 of Sec. 2.1].
In our simulations of the annular billiard we consider leaks I = [ωc − ∆ω, ωc +
∆ω] × [−∆ sinα,+∆ sinα] centered at three different positions ωc (see Fig. 2.1),
varying ∆ω, and a fixed ∆ sinα = 2/3. This configuration corresponds to a billiard
where the leak is a dielectric material with refraction index η = (∆ sinα)−1 = 1.5
(glass) with a perfect mirror boundary everywhere except inside the leak, where
trajectories escape for collisions below the critical angle αc with sinαc = 1/η.
2.2.2 Survival probability P (t)
We compute the survival probability P (t) inside the billiard by starting an ensemble
of trajectories distributed according to an initial density ρ0 (x). In our simulations we
consider ρ0 (x) to be uniform inside the leak of the billiard and 0 elsewhere. Physically,
these initial conditions correspond to throwing trajectories inside the billiard through
the leak. Another motivation for using this particular ρ0 (x) comes from the fact that
P (t) in this case corresponds exactly to the distribution of Poincaré recurrence times
[18]. The main decay regimes of P (t) remain unaffected by this choice of ρ0 (x), but
the values of the exponents and transition times may change.
Figure 2.2 shows the decay of the survival probability for the particular leak shown
in Fig. 2.1. We can identify three different regimes of decay [18, 19]
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Figure 2.2: (Color online) The survival probability P (t) for the open annular billiard.
(a) Logarithmic scale in the y axis; Inset: x, y axes in linear scale, magnification for
short times. (b) Logarithmic scale in both x, y axes. All regimes and transition times
in Eq. 2.2 are depicted: the dashed line corresponds to the fitting of an exponential
with a = 0.72 and γ = 0.016; and the dotted line corresponds to the fitting of a power
law with b = 2.492 and β = 1.65. The transition times are tI = 14 (visual inspection)
and tII = 1020. The leak is introduced in the position ωc,3 with µ(I) = 0.01, see Fig.
2.1.
Pdeterministic (t) ≈

irregular for t < tI
ae−γt for tI < t < tII
bt−β
′ for t > tII .
(2.2)
The dynamics of a typical trajectory escaping in each of the regimes in Eq. 2.2
can be associated to the phase space structures as:
• t < tI irregular: trajectories that collide only a few times in the chaotic sea of the
closed billiard [region 4 of Sec. 2.1], the spatial density of survival trajectories
has not converged yet. The exact shape in this regime is extremely sensitive to
ρ0 (x)[18].
• tI < t < tII exponential e−γt: trajectories explore the hyperbolic component
of the chaotic saddle but escape before coming close to the border of the non-
hyperbolic components [items (1,2,3) of Sec. 2.1]. Analogous to the case of fully
chaotic systems [17], the same exponent γ is observed for different ρ0 (x) [18].
• t > tII power-law t−β
′ : trajectories get stuck close to the non-hyperbolic compo-
nents of the saddle due to stickiness (See Sec. 1.2.1). The asymptotic exponent
changes from β′ to β′′ = β′ − 1 for ρ0 (x) nonzero at the boundary of the
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non-hyperbolic components (e.g., if ρ0 (x) is taken according to the Liouville
measure restricted to the chaotic sea of the closed billiard) [10, 17].
The description above applies to typical trajectories escaping in the corresponding
regimes. It is instructive to think that for intermediate times, tβ < t < tII , both
exponential and power-law regimes coexist [18, 32, 21]
P (t) = ae−γt + bt−β
′
(2.3)
where tII is the time needed to approach the non-hyperbolic component of the saddle
[18].
2.2.3 Dependence of the parameters of P (t) on the leak
As we have seen in the Chap. 1, the exponential decay γ in 2.2 can be considered
a signature of the chaoticity of the map. Following this reasoning, for small leaks we
can approximate the escape at each time step by the area of the leak relative to the
area of the chaotic sea µ(I) = Area(I)/Area(chaotic sea). For the billiard considered
here we found numerically that Area(chaotic sea) ≈ 0.993 × (r + δ) = 0.943. Using
phase-space areas correspond to using the Liouville measure dµ = dωd sinα of the
closed system to approximate properties of the open system, and can be shown to be
valid for almost all leak positions in strongly chaotic systems [41]. This leads to an
estimation of the exponential decay as
γ∗ = − ln(1− µ(I)) ≈ µ(I) for µ(I)→ 0. (2.4)
Violations of this approximation in the fully chaotic case have been extensively dis-
cussed in the recent years and are particularly large for leaks containing low-period
periodic orbits of the closed system[39, 18, 40]. Here we extend these previous results
and verify the effectiveness of the approximation in Eq. 2.4 for the intermediate-time
exponential decay in Eq. 2.2. In Fig. 2.3(a) we compare the numerically obtained
values to the prediction for different leak sizes centered at three different positions: in
the chaotic region, around an unstable periodic orbit, and around a family of MUPOs.
In all cases γ → γ∗ is observed in the limit of small leaks µ(I) → 0, in agreement
with relation2.4. For large leak sizes, Fig. 2.3(a) shows different deviations of this
relation, in agreement with the results observed for hyperbolic systems[39, 18, 40].
The importance of the value of γ is mentioned in Sec. 1.3. Besides, the same
value of γ is obtained for a broad class of smooth initial densities ρ0. In fully chaotic
systems the requirement is that ρ0 intersects the stable manifold of the chaotic saddle.
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Figure 2.3: (Color online) Scalings of the parameters of P (t) in Eq. 2.2 with leak
size µ(I) for three different leak locations. (a) Intermediate times escape rate γ; The
dashed line corresponds to γ∗ in Eq. 2.4. Inset: dependence of the coefficient a with
µ(I). (b) Transition time tII , obtained using Eq. 2.5; the dashed line corresponds
to a scaling 1/µ(I). The leaks have a fixed height ∆ sinα = 2/3 and varying width
∆ω → 0, which leads to µ(I) → 0. The centers of the leaks are: ωc,1 = 0.161 (in
a MUPO, black circles), ωc,2 = 0.5 (in an unstable periodic orbit, red squares), and
ωc,3 = 0.55 (in the chaotic sea, green diamonds).
Analogously, the requirement here is that it intersects the stable manifold of the
hyperbolic component of the chaotic saddle.
The power-law exponent β′ depends on the properties (of the boundary) of the
non-hyperbolic sets embedded in the chaotic component of the phase space (compo-
nents 1, 2 and 3 in the list of Sec. 2.1) and the dependences were presented in Sec.
1.2.1 and Sec. 1.2.1.
2.2.4 Dependence of the transition times of P (t) on the leak
Transition time tI indicates the starting of the exponential decay. It can be inter-
preted as a convergence time which is proportional to 1/|λ′|, where λ′ is the negative
Lyapunov exponent of the saddle (the time to relax to the hyperbolic component of
the saddle along its stable manifold). Numerical observations usually show an abrupt
approach, i.e., the exponential decay provides a good description of P (t) after a finite
(short) time[18].
The transition time tII is defined from Eq. 2.3 as the time for which the expo-
nential and power-law contributions are equal[18]
ae−γtII = bt−β
′
II ⇒ p(tII) = 2γae−γtII . (2.5)
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The ratio a/b can be interpreted as the proportion between the number of trajectories
escaping exponentially to the number of trajectories escaping algebraically. It depends
mainly on the measures of the chaotic and regular components of the phase space and
therefore it should not depend strongly on the measure of the leak µ(I). Under this
assumption we can estimate the scaling of tII on the leak size µ(I) as[18]
tII ∼ 1
γ
∼ 1
µ(I)
, (2.6)
for which additional logarithmic corrections apply[32]. The scaling in Eq. 2.6 has
been confirmed in our numerical simulations for the three different leak positions, see
Fig. 2.3(b).
2.3 Open noisy billiard
2.3.1 Definition of the dynamics
Here we consider additive noise perturbations to the trajectories. In the simulations
of the annular billiard we have implemented at each collision a perturbation to the
angle α as
α′ = α + δ,
where δ is an independent normal distributed random variable with zero mean,
〈δ〉 = 0, and standard deviation σδ = piξ (noise strength). In order to prevent
the particle from leaving the billiard through the border (non-physical situation),
the noise distribution was truncated at α = ±pi/2. Notice that perturbations in
the α direction are perpendicular to the border of the whispering gallery component
and to the parameterization of the billiard boundary, having therefore a strong im-
pact on sliding orbits α = ±pi/21. Based on previous observations with different
setups[42, 1, 43, 44], and in the generality of the arguments below, we believe our
results are valid for additive white noise in general (provided the perturbation in α
is nonzero). It is an interesting open question whether (and which) modifications are
needed for multiplicative and colored noise (see Ref. [45]).
1In fact, trajectories have a tendency of being repelled from sliding orbits because the noise
perturbation in α is nonzero, truncated in α = ±pi/2, and added on each collision. Therefore, we do
not expect these orbits to dramatically affect P (t) or the relation between billiard maps and flows
in our case.
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Figure 2.4: (Color online) Survival probability P (t) for the open annular billiard
perturbed by noise with intensity ξ = 3 × 10−4. (a) Logarithmic scale in the y axis;
(b) Logarithmic scale in both x and y axis. All regimes and transition times in Eqs.
2.7-2.8 are depicted in (b): fitting of the asymptotic exponential with d = 9.34×10−5
and γξ = 1.06×10−5 (dot-dashed line in brown); power-law decay with c = 0.014 and
βRW = 0.5 (dotted line in green). The dashed black line corresponds to the ξ = 0 case
(see Fig. 2.2). The transition times were estimated as tD = 887 and tIII = 15, 158.
The leak is as in Fig. 2.2 (ωc,3 with µ(I) = 0.01).
2.3.2 Survival probability P (t)
In Sec. 2.2.2 the trapping of trajectories inside the billiard was connected to invariant
structures of the deterministic phase space. The longer the escape time of trajecto-
ries, the closer they approach these invariant structures. This leads to a connection
between temporal scales of the survival probability and spatial scales in the phase
space. Noise perturbations affect phase-space scales comparable to ξ. Based on these
arguments we expect that for small ξ the survival probability P (t) is modified for
long times only:
P (t) ≈
{
Pdeterministic for t < tD,
Pnoise for t > tD,
(2.7)
where Pdeterministic is given by Eq. 2.2 and tD is the transition time. Following Refs.
[42, 1], the noise perturbed survival probability is given by
Pnoise(t) ≈
{
ct−βRW for tD < t < tIII ,
de−γξt for t > tIII .
(2.8)
Figure 2.4 shows, for ξ = 3 × 10−4, the different decay regimes and transition
times of the survival probability given by Eqs. (2.7-2.8). The dynamics of a typical
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Figure 2.5: (Color online) Dependence of the parameters of P (t) in Eq. 2.8 with noise
intensity ξ. (a) Fitted γξ with scaling ξ2 (red dashed line) and value γ (blue dots).
Inset: coefficient d vs. ξ with green dashed line representing ξ−2; (b) tIII obtained as
the time for which P (t) intersects the fitted curve 1.1d exp(−γξtIII) (black circles);
tD obtained as the time for which P (t) intersects 2Pdeterministic(t) (red squares); and
green dotted lines indicating scalings ξ−0.4 (bottom) and ξ−2 (top). The leak is the
same as in Figs. 2.2 and 2.4.
trajectory escaping in each of these regimes can be associated to the phase space
structures of the deterministic dynamics as:
• t < tD deterministic: trajectories escape before the noise perturbation is no-
ticed, P (t) coincides with the ξ = 0 case.
• tD < t < tIII enhanced trapping: trajectories enter the region corresponding to
regular motion of the deterministic dynamics [components 1 and 3 of Sec. 2.1]
and perform a one-dimensional random walk inside it[42, 44, 1, 43, 46].
• t > tIII asymptotic exponential: trajectories explored all available phase-space.
In this description we neglect the effect of noise on γ, which has been investigated for
a fully chaotic system in Ref. [1]. The sticky region around MUPOs [region 2 of Sec.
2.1] does not contribute to the enhanced trapping regime (tD < t < tIII) because
MUPOs build a zero measure set. This means that if noise is added to a system in
which MUPOs are the only source of stickiness (e.g., the Stadium[21] or Drive-belt
billiards [20]), we predict that the exponential decay will start immediately after tD
(i.e., tIII = tD).
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2.3.3 Dependence of the parameters of P (t) on the leak
For small noise perturbations the parameter βRW in Eq. 2.8 can be related to the
scaling of the recurrence time distribution of a one-dimensional random walk (with
step size ∼ ξ) and is therefore given by [47, 42]
βRW =
1
2
for ξ → 0. (2.9)
In the derivation of this result in Ref. [42] (see also [1]) the initial conditions ρ0(x)
were chosen outside KAM islands of the deterministic closed billiard, in agreement
with the case treated here. See Refs.[44, 43, 46] for the case of ρ0(x) inside KAM
islands. References [43, 46] also showed that if ξ2 terms are included, the random
walk is biased.
The scaling in Eq. 2.9 is interrupted for long times because of the limited region
available for the random walk in the KAM islands and whispering gallery. In the
random-walk model this corresponds to adding a reflecting boundary condition [42, 1].
The exponent γξ of the asymptotic decay can be obtained considering P (t) to be a
continuous and smooth function around t = tIII . Evaluating
∂ log(P (t))
∂t
at t = tIII (2.10)
for both terms in Eq. 2.8 and equating then leads to tIII = 0.5/γξ. Below we show
that tIII ∼ 1/ξ2 [see Eq. 2.13 and Refs. [42, 1]], and therefore we obtain
γξ ∼ 1
tIII
∼ ξ2 for ξ → 0. (2.11)
This scaling is confirmed in Fig. 2.5(a). Interestingly, we observe that for larger
noise intensities γξ experiences a crossover to γξ ≈ γ, i.e., γξ is bounded by the
escape rate observed for short times which was related to the hyperbolic component
of the chaotic saddle in Sec. 2.1. This observation indicates that once the trajectories
leave the region corresponding to regular motion of the deterministic dynamics, the
hyperbolic component of the saddle controls their escape. For small noise the process
of leaving the regular components is slower and therefore the scaling of Eq. 2.11
dominates γξ. For larger noise, the deterministic exponential escape is slower than
the escape from the islands and therefore γξ ≈ γ is observed. In Ref. [44] a similar
but different scaling of γξ on ξ was numerically obtained for the case of random maps
and for initial conditions taken inside the KAM islands.
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2.3.4 Dependence of the transition times of P (t) on the leak
A theory for tD can be found in Ref. [48] and predicts that
tD ∼ 1/tΛ for ξ → 0, (2.12)
with Λ / 1 related to the scaling of the Cantori close to the KAM islands. This
scaling is valid for tD  tII because for tD ' tII the deterministic trapping around
the KAM islands has a limited contribution.
The final cut-off time tIII can be estimated from basic properties of diffusion
motion. The expected distance L traveled by a random walker with step-size ∼ ξ
grows as L ∼ ξ√t. The time tIII corresponds to the expected time for the ξ-perturbed
trajectories to travel the (fixed) distance corresponding to the diameter of the (largest)
KAM island. Therefore, we estimate
tIII ∼ ξ2, for ξ → 0. (2.13)
Our numerical simulations for the scaling of the transition times are shown in
Fig. 2.5(b). We see that for times comparable to tII only a weak dependence of tD
on ξ is observed. For times larger than tII our results indicate an increase of this
dependency, consistent with relation 2.12. The scaling of tIII in Eq. 2.13 is confirmed
over a larger interval of ξ.
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Sampling on dynamical systems’
phase-space
We now turn to the second problem of the thesis, as explained in Sec. 1.4, Our
goal is to develop a new approach to compute the escape time distribution, using a
non-uniform sampling.
3.1 Statistical physics approach
Let T be a discrete map, Ω its phase space or some relevant part of it, r ∈ Ω, and I
a leak on the system such that we can define
te (r) : Ω → N
r → te (r)
as the time (number of iterations) a trajectory with initial condition r leaves the
system by the leak, which we call the escape time. With this definition, the map and
the leak are encapsulated in te (r): to calculate te (r) from r, we iterate forward in
time the map until it fulfills the escape condition of leaving from the leak. The escape
time distribution defined in chapter 1 can then be written as an average over Ω,
ρ (t) =
1
V
∫
Ω
δt,te(r)dr (3.1)
where δi,j is the delta Kronecker and
V =
∫
Ω
dr
is the phase-space volume.
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To estimate any mean value, 〈Q〉, the general approach is to pick N random initial
conditions ri, with ti = te (ri), from an arbitrary probability distribution p (r) defined
on Ω, which we call the sampling distribution, and use the estimator[49]
QN =
1
Z
N∑
i=1
p−1 (ri)Q (ri) (3.2)
where
Z =
N∑
i=1
p−1 (ri) .
This estimator converges to the true value of 〈Q〉 by the law of large numbers, which
is the main result of importance sampling. When we sample states uniformly in the
phase-space, p (r) = 1/V , we obtain, from Eq. 3.2
QN =
1
N
N∑
i=1
Q (ri)
which is the usual estimator used. If we want to compute ρ (t) using an arbitrary
distribution p (r), we can use the estimator
ρ (t)N =
1
Z
N∑
i=1
p−1 (ri) δt,te(ri) . (3.3)
We have seen in Sec. 1.3 that the quantity δt,te(r) can be non-trivial: it can be
fractal-like. Our initial question is if there is any p (r) that can help to improve
our sampling? The answer is not clear in general problems. For instance, when the
uniform distribution is used, we have that
ρ (t)N =
1
N
N∑
i=1
δt,te(ri)
but from Eq. 1.11, in open hyperbolic systems the probability to sample states with
high escape times decays exponentially. This means that the numerical efford needed
in the estimation of ρ (t) will exponentially increase with t. This is valid for any
quantity that depends on the escape time, Q (te (r)).
Our idea is to use the phase-space structure of dynamical systems, introduced in
Chap. 1, to implement an efficient sampling technique. From the practical point of
view, importance sampling requires states to be sampled according to the arbitrary
distribution p (r).
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3.2 Metropolis Algorithm
A common solution to generate states r according to an arbitrary distribution p (r) is
theMetropolis algorithm[50, 49]. Metropolis algorithm uses a discrete time markovian
stochastic process, also called a Markov chain1. In a Markov chain, each step only
depends on the present state (in this case, one point r on the phase-space) and the step
consists in generating another state, r′. The quantity of interest in each step is the
transition probability, P (r → r′), which is the conditional probability of transiting
to a new state r′ given the present state r. By probability conservation in every step
the system must transit from its state to some state of the phase space, i.e.∫
Ω
P (r → r′) dr′ = 1 .
Notice that there is a non-zero probability of the system staying in the same state
after one step, i.e. P (r → r) can be different from zero.
The Metropolis algorithm resides in conditioning P (r → r′) such that the Markov
chain generates states according to the probability distribution p (r). To this end, it
employs two conditions on the Markov chain: ergodicity and detailed balance:
Ergodicity
In a Markov process, ergocity of the Markov chain is obtained by forcing it to have
non-zero transition probability from any r ∈ Ω to any other r′ ∈ Ω in a finite number
of steps (not necessarily in each single step). I.e. all states must be accessible.
Ergodicity ensures that there is at most one asymptotic distribution[51].
Detailed Balance
Detailed balance states that the probability of the system to be in r′ and transit to
r must be equal to the probability of the system to be in r and transits to r′ in
each Markov step. It ensures that the asymptotic distribution exists and is p (r)[51].
Formally, if p (r) is the probability we want to sample from, the Markov process is
detailed balanced if P (r → r′) fulfills
P (r → r′) p (r) = P (r′ → r) p (r′) ∀r, r′ . (3.4)
1For practical purposes, we will say that each discrete time step of the chain will be called a
“step”, to avoid confusion with the escape time.
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This condition ensures that a Markov process will, for sufficient long times, generate
states according to p (r) (see Ref. [49]). One valid question is what P (r → r′) fulfills
Eq. 3.4. Considering that we have specified p (r) 6= 0, Eq. 3.4 can be written as
P (r → r′)
P (r′ → r) =
p (r′)
p (r)
. (3.5)
However, the choice of P (r → r′) that satisfies this condition is not unique. One
common solution is to express P (r → r′) as
P (r → r′) = g (r → r′)A (r → r′)
where we call g (r → r′) the proposal probability and A (r → r′) the acceptance prob-
ability. The proposal probability is the probability of picking (propose) a new state
r′, given that we are at r. The acceptance probability is the probability of accept-
ing that proposal. So, a typical implementation of the Markov step consists in two
sub-steps: the proposal, which chooses the r′ state according to g (r → r′), and an
acceptance, which decides if the system transits or not to r′ according to A (r → r′).
Because the choice of P (r → r′) is arbitrary, given that it fulfills Eq. 3.5, Metropolis
proposed a choice that fulfills Eq. 3.5, called the Metropolis choice[49]:
A (r → r′) = min
(
1,
g (r′ → r) p (r′)
g (r → r′) p (r)
)
(3.6)
This choice is now widely used and its main motivation is that, for the case g (r′ → r) =
g (r → r′) (e.g. a random uniform selection), if we would like the system to be
more likely in r′ than in r, p (r′) > p (r), then we automatically accept the tran-
sition; otherwise, we accept with probability p (r′) /p (r) < 1. An important exam-
ple that connects with statistical physics2 is p (r) ∝ exp (βte (r)) and g such that
g (r′ → r) = g (r → r′). In this case
A (r → r′) = min
[
1, eβ(te(r
′)−te(r))
]
.
This choice is normally used in statistical physics for sampling states on a system in
contact with an heat bath, and is known as the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (with
the respective adaptation that the −t here plays the role of energy). Its motivation
is related to the Boltzmann distribution, as Metropolis pointed out:
2The perfect analogy to the physical Metropolis-Hastings algorithm would have a minus sign. In
physics, the states with higher weight are the ones with low energy. Here we would be interested in
giving more contribution to states with high escapes time, which are the ones with lower number of
states.
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Instead of choosing configurations randomly, then weighting them with
exp(−E/kT ), we choose configurations with a probability exp(−E/kT )
and weight them evenly.
— Metropolis et al., [52].
3.3 Multicanonic and Landau Algorithm
3.3.1 Multicanonic choice
One pertinent pathology of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is that the simulation
normally gets stuck in regions with high escape times[51]. This happens because the
probability to jump from one region to other goes exponentially, as exp (β∆t) ∼ 0
if ∆t  1 is the time difference between those regions[51]. The consequence is that
states with equal escape times are not equally sampled, contradicting the method’s
assumption, thus biasing it and effectively causing r not to be sampled according
with p (r). To avoid this pathology, Berg and Neuhaus[53] proposed a choice of p (r),
named multicanonic (also called entropic or flat histogram) choice which considers
sampling r according to the inverse of the density of states:
p (r) =
1
ρ (te (r))
≡ e−S(te(r)) (3.7)
where S is called the entropy (logarithmic of the density of states). With this choice,
the probability to sample a time t is
1
V
∫
Ω
p (r) δt,te(r)dr =
1
tmax − tmin = const (3.8)
i.e. all times are equally sampled (and thus the name flat histogram). The main
motivation for this choice is that the ∆t barriers are no longer difficult to overcome.
More importantly, the error bars of the measured quantities are constant for all times
because each time is equally sampled. Compared to the Metropolis paradigm, this
choice can be thought as
Instead of choosing random states uniformly, we choose random escape
times uniformly.
One important question in this approach is that we generally do not know ρ (t) a
priori : in fact, we would like to compute it. So, a multicanonic simulation could
only work after we knew ρ (t), which we would have to compute using other sampling
technique.
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3.3.2 Landau algorithm
In 2001, Wang and Landau[3] proposed an algorithm which calculates the density of
states of a system. Our idea is to generalize the algorithm to dynamical systems by
taking into account that ρ (t) resembles a density of states. Landau algorithm uses a
non-markovian approach which converges to the Markov multicanonic algorithm. The
adaptation of the Landau algorithm to this case is the following: we set S (t) = 0 ∀t
and f = 1. Next, we iterate the system using a Markov step and propose a given r′
according to g (r → r′). We accept/reject it according to Eq. 3.6 and every time the
system is at t, we increase the entropy of that escape time by a constant factor,
S (t)← S (t) + f . (3.9)
Because the probability to accept a transition to time t decreases with increasing
S (t) (see Eq. 3.6), it is now less probable to find the system with an escape time t
already visited. This procedure leads to a flat histogram in the variable t[3], which
means that the entropy is built (using Eq. 3.9) as an approximation of the “exact”
entropy, with an error of the order of
√
f [54, 55]. Taking f ← f/2 and repeating
the process, this error will decrease because the process keeps making the histogram
constant. In the limit of f → 0, S will be approximating the exact entropy because
that is the requirement to a flat histogram, which is being kept. The important point
is that since the histogram is constant, Eq. 3.8 holds, which means, from Eq. 3.7,
that the process is sampling according to ρ (t). It can be shown that the final error
of S will be related on both how f is updated and its final value (see Ref. [54, 55] on
the convergence of Landau algorithm).
It is important to mention that Landau algorithm performs a random walk in
the initial conditions of the phase-space: we pick an initial state r, and we have
a probability P (r → r′) to jump to another state r′. However, Landau algorithm
does not use a Markov process: the probabilities P (r → r′) are changing, since S is
changing during the simulation. In the limit f → 0, S (t) converges to a constant
quantity and thus P (r → r′) is also constant. On that limit we are in a Markov
process.
3.3.3 Implementation of Landau algorithm
We now provide an illustrative example showing how can the Landau algorithm be
implemented to compute the escape time distribution of a dynamical system. We
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consider the update given by Eq. 3.9, and a proposal given by a Gaussian distribution
centered in r,
g (r → r′) = 1√
2piσ2
exp
(
−|r − r
′|2
2σ2
)
, (3.10)
with the anzatz motivated by the typical scalings found on hyperbolic systems
σ = σ (t) = b exp (−λt) ,
where b, λ are, for now, arbitrary constants and t = te (r). This choice leads to
g (r′ → r)
g (r → r′) =
σ
σ′
exp
(
−µ
2
2
(
1
σ′2
− 1
σ2
))
which will be needed to compute the acceptance. Notice that g (r → r′) could be any
distribution as long as the Markov matrix fulfills detailed balance (Eq. 3.4). The first
reason for this choice is that it makes the Markov chain fullfils ergodicity: because
each step allows the proposal of any state in the phase-space, the Markov chain is
ergodic and we fulfill the ergodic condition required by the algorithm. The second
reason is less trivial: the idea is that we would like to ensure locality. We say that the
dynamics is local if the steps are small when compared with the size of the spectra:
|∆t| ≡ |te (r′)− te (r)|  tmax − tmin (3.11)
The reason for requiring locality is to ensure that we perform local steps in the escape
time. The advantage of local steps in the escape time is that we can control the
random walk in the escape time variable and thus help the importance sampling to
sample all the spectra. A Gaussian distribution is a distribution in which a parameter
has units of distance and depends on the escape time of the state the system is in, r.
The relationship between ∆t and ε is now encapsulated in the choice of σ (t), with
which we will deal later.
With the previous definitions, the Landau algorithm can be described by the
following steps:
1. Initialization: make all entries of the entropy S within [tmin, tmax] equal to
zero and set f = 1; pick an initial state r at random and calculate its escape
time, t = te (r).
2. Markov chain:
(a) Proposal: pick a random r′ according to Eq. 3.10 and calculate t′ = te (r′).
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(b) Acceptance: generate a pseudo-random number z ∈ [0, 1]. If z < A (r → r′)
from Eq. 3.6, accept the choice, thus setting r ← r′ and t← t′; if not, do
nothing.
(c) S-update: make S (t)← S (t) + f ;
(d) Repeat M times.
3. Entropy convergence/Landau step: make f → f/2; repeat 2. and 3 until
f < fmin.
4. Finalization: with the S (t), calculate ρ (t) = eS(t).
One undefined parameter of this implementation is the value of M : if M is too low,
we would not be able to ensure that all the phase-space is visited. Of course “too
low” is difficult to tell on a general system. This reason motivates the use of other
control parameter, the tunneling time[51, 56, 57]. One tunneling time is defined as
the number of steps needed to perform a round-trip between the minimum escape
time and the maximum escape time. The motivation to use tunneling times is that
we are not interested in how many steps are performed, but how the simulation is
moving throughout the spectrum. Given one round-trip, we ensure that we have been
in both t = tmax and t = tmin. If we set σ (tmin) of the order of the phase-space’s
maximum distance, we ensure that, at least once, every state in the phase space is
proposed at each f . So, in our implementation, we choose to perform M round-trips
at each f .
3.3.4 Proof of concept
To confirm that the Landau algorithm can be applied to a generic open chaotic system,
we apply the method, described in the previous section, to the hyperbolic Hénon map,
defined in Sec. 1.3 with k = 6. By manually varying λ, we have obtained λ ' 1.31,
b = 1 as good parameters in Eq. 3.10 for a reasonable fast round trip. In figure
3.1 we show both the histogram of proposals and the histogram of the visited places
as a function of the initial conditions, Iinitial (compare with Fig. 1.7b). Because our
algorithm samples more states with higher times than in uniform sampling, states near
the stable manifold’s crossing are more often picked. The result, is a significant gain
in efficiency, as is clearly shown in Fig. 3.2. It shows that not only a better estimation
is accomplished with the same number of map iterations (which are of O (1) and thus
comparable with computational effort), but we can also sample states with much
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Figure 3.1: Histograms of the Landau algorithm on the Hénon Map, k = 6, after
convergence. The last Landau step used was with log2 fmin = −14 and M = 256
round-trips, from which these histograms were measured (tmin = 5, tmax = 100).
Left panel: the histogram of proposals and total histogram on the initial conditions;
compare with Fig. 1.7b. Right panel: the histogram of the escape time, showing
flatness as required. Calculated escape time distribution on Fig. 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Escape time distribution of the hyperbolic Hénon map with k = 6 cal-
culated using the two different methods. Black line with uniform sampling on the
initial conditions, on red, using Landau algorithm with 14 steps. Both simulations
used the same number of map iterations ∼ 108. Histogram of the Landau algorithm
are shown in Fig. 3.1.
higher escape times. From the ρ (t) in Fig. 3.2, an uniform sampling would need in
average ∼ 1027 samples to find one state with escape time 100; using the multicanonic
algorithm, with ∼ 108 samples we already have a very good estimation of ρ (t = 100).
Given the successfull application of the method on these systems, and a clear
improvement on the calculation of ρ (t), we now focus on particular aspects of the
method such as the understanding of the method in the context of dynamical systems,
the relation of its free parameters (e.g. the proposal function) with the properties
of the phase-space of a chaotic dynamical systems, and its limitations. So far, one
question remains: why have we used an exponential decay on σ (t), and why has that
particular λ worked on that particular system? To answer this question, first we must
understand a multicanonic simulation.
3.4 Mechanism of multicanonic simulation
For an efficient multicanonic simulation, the tunneling time must be as small as
possible. For every r, te (r) is a function from the phase space to the escape time
variable. This means that we can look at our Markov chain in the escape time
variable, and consider it as a one-dimensional diffusion process in the escape time
variable[51]. If the steps are local, ∆t ∼ 1, we expect that for a given sampling
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interval tmax−tmin, the tunneling time to be of O
(
(tmax − tmin)2
) ' O (t2max); a direct
consequence of stochastic diffusion[50, 49]. This means that, ideally, this method
would be of O (t2max). However, the diffusivity is also dictated by the acceptance:
proposed states that are rejected provide no diffusion in the random walk movement.
3.4.1 Acceptance of uniform proposal
To understand why the concept of locality is important in the random walk movement,
and thus on the multicanonic simulation, we start considering an uniform proposal,
g (r → r′) = 1/V , which is clearly non-local. In this case we can analytically compute
the acceptance. We start with Eq. 3.10,
A (r → r′) = min
(
1,
p (r′)
p (r)
)
= min
(
1,
ρ (te (r))
ρ (te (r′))
)
.
To compute the acceptance on the escape time variable, we notice that the acceptance
can be written as a conditional probability: A (r → r′) = P (ηA|r′, r) where ηA is 1
if the accepted, and 0 if rejected. Bayes rule states that
P (ηA, r
′|r) = P (ηA|r′, r)P (r′|r) ,
and so we can write
A (r) ≡ P (ηA|r) =
∫
dr′P (ηA|r′, r)P (r′|r) .
Together with the fact that P (r′|r) = g (r → r′), we obtain
A (r) =
∫
dr′A (r → r′) g (r → r′) . (3.12)
Averaging the acceptance over Ω, and using g (r → r′) = 1/V , we obtain
〈A〉 (t) = 1
ρ (t)
1
V
∫
drA (r) δte(r),t . (3.13)
From Eq. 3.12 we have
A (r) =
∫
dr′min
(
1,
ρ (te (r))
ρ (te (r′))
)
1
V
.
We can separate A (r) in two distinct cases to remove the min from the equation,
A (r) =
1
V
∫
dr′
ρ (te (r))
ρ (te (r′))
H (te (r
′) < te (r)) +
1
V
∫
dr′H (te (r′) ≥ te (r)) (3.14)
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where H (a) is 0 or 1 depending on a is false or true respectively. The second term
is, from the definition of ρ (t), given by
1
V
∫
dr′H (te (r′) ≥ te (r)) =
∞∑
t′=t
ρ (t′) .
Inserting A (r) of Eq. 3.14 on Eq. 3.13, we obtain
〈A〉 (t) = 1
ρ (t)V 2
∫
dr
∫
dr′
ρ (t)
ρ (te (r′))
H (te (r
′) < t) δte(r),t +
∞∑
t′=t
ρ (t′)
Integrating over r, we have that
〈A〉 (t) = ρ (t)
V
∫
dr′
H (te (r
′) < t)
ρ (te (r′))
+
∞∑
t′=t
ρ (t′) .
Summing over t′ restricted to δt′,te(r′),
1
V
∫
dr′
H (te (r
′) < t)
ρ (te (r′))
=
∞∑
t′=1
ρ (t′)
H (t′ < t)
ρ (t′)
,
we obtain
〈A〉 (t) = ρ (t)
∞∑
t′=1
ρ (t′)
H (t′ < t)
ρ (t′)
+
∞∑
t′=t
ρ (t′)
= ρ (t) (t− 1) +
∞∑
t′=t
ρ (t′) .
For a hyperbolic open system, we have ρ (t) = a exp (−γt) as mentioned in Sec.
1.3. In this case, we have
〈A〉 (t) = a (t− 1) e−γt − a e
−γt
e−γ − 1
= a (t− 1) e−γt + a e
−γt
1− e−γ
= ae−γt
(
t− 1 + 1
1− e−γ
)
〈A〉 (t) ∼ e−γt .
We see that if the proposal is non-local, the acceptance decays exponentially. This
means that even if we can apply Landau algorithm to obtain ρ (t), the number of
proposals increases exponentially with the maximum time we want to sample which
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Figure 3.3: Exponential decay of the A (t) for the open baker map with uniform
proposals, for two different map parameters.
leads to an algorithm that increases exponentially with the maximum escape time,
tmax, i.e. even if we can apply the Landau algorithm, it does not give any advantage
over uniform sampling.
We confirm this behaviour in open baker map. In figure 3.3 we show the numerical
and analytical comparison of the acceptance for the open baker map, showing the
expected exponential decay.
3.4.2 Acceptance of local proposal
We now focus on a non-uniform proposal. Our objective is to connect the acceptance
of the multicanonic simulation with the properties of the phase-space discussed in
Chapter 1. We start with Eq. 3.12,
A (r) =
1
V
∫
dr′min
(
1,
ρ (t)
ρ (t′)
g (r′ → r)
g (r → r′)
)
g (r → r′) .
Now we can no longer apply a direct transformation to the time variable as we did in
the uniform proposal, as now g depends explicitly in both r, r′. So, we assume that
g (r → r′) is a function only of te (r) and ε = |r − r′|,
g (r → r′) = g (|r − r′| , te (r)) ,
which is to say that we assume that we would like to use the concept of locality
discussed before in the proposal function. With this assumption, we use Eq. 3.13 and
multiply by δ (ε− |r − r′|), integrating over ε:
〈A〉 (t) = 1
ρ (t)V
∫
dε
∫
dr
∫
dr′min
(
1,
ρ (t)
ρ (t′e)
g (ε, t′e)
g (ε, t)
)
g (ε, t) δ (ε− |r − r′|) δte,t .
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We also sum on t′e,
〈A〉 (t) = 1
ρ (t)V
∞∑
t′=0
∫
dε
∫
dr
∫
dr′min
(
1,
ρ (t)
ρ (t′)
g (ε, t′)
g (ε, t)
)
g (ε, t) δ (ε− |r − r′|) δte,tδt′e,t′ .
and we rearrange the terms:
〈A〉 (t) = 1
ρ (t)V
∞∑
t′=0
∫
dεmin
(
1,
ρ (t)
ρ (t′)
g (ε, t′)
g (ε, t)
)
g (ε, t)
∫
dr
∫
dr′δ (ε− |r − r′|) δte,tδt′e,t′ .
We now define the quantity required in this calculation,
P1 (ε, t, t
′) =
1
V 2
∫
dr
∫
dr′δ (ε− |r − r′|) δte,tδt′e,t′ .
as the probability of picking two states, separated by ε, with escape times t and t′. We
notice that this quantity is independent of the method; it only depends on the phase-
space of the dynamical system. Assuming the approximation that if the proposed
escape time is smaller than the present time, the steps will have an acceptance smaller
than 1,
ρ (t)
ρ (t′)
g (ε, t′)
g (ε, t)
< 1 ∀ε, t′ < t
we can separate the two cases in the min() function and obtain
〈A〉 (t) = V
ρ (t)
[
t−1∑
t′=0
∫
dε
ρ (t)
ρ (t′)
g (ε, t′)P1 (ε, t, t′) +
∞∑
t′=t
∫
dεg (ε, t)P1 (ε, t, t
′)
]
.
We notice that the first term is approximately zero as ρ (t) /ρ (t′) decays very fast with
increasing |t′ − t|. Hence, we are interested in the second term. If we imagine that
g is very localized, we can approximate it by 1 within a distance ε from 0 and zero
elsewhere. In that case, we would like to understand the cumulative version of P1,
P (t′ > t|t, ε), which has the same definition of P1 but with the condition |r′ − r| < ε,
i.e. the probability to have a state r′ with escape time t′ > t given that |r′ − r| < ε
and that r has escape time t. Given their simplicity, we start to focus on hyperbolic
systems.
3.5 Hyperbolic systems
Given the importance of the open baker map, introduced in section 1.1.4.1, and the
analytical results that can be derived from it, we start our analysis on it. Our idea
is to see how we can relate P (t′ > t|t, ε), defined in the previous section, with the
properties of the phase-space.
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We have seen that the open baker map asymptotically constructs its chaotic sad-
dle, which is a Cantor set in the y direction. So, we can focus in the y direction only.
The set of states that escape at time t, Et, is recursively given by
Et = cEt−1 ∪ (1− d+ dEt−1) (3.15)
with E1 = [c, 1 − d]. The set of points that escape at time t′ ≥ t is given recursively
by
Ct = cCt−1 ∪ (1− d+ dCt−1) (3.16)
with C1 = [0, 1]. Both these sets are Cantor sets in the limit t → ∞. We define the
Cantor Heaviside Theta and Escape Heaviside Theta as
HC (t, y) =
{
1 if y ∈ Ct
0 else
, HE (t, y) =
{
1 if y ∈ Et
0 else
.
In figure 3.4 we represent both the tHC (t, y) and tHE (t, y) for the map 3&3. In this
picture, P (t′ > t|t, ε) is the probability of, being at a given state y, with time t in
Fig. 3.4(a), picking a state y′ with |y′ − y| < ε, with time t′ > t. This condition is
equivalent to t′ being on a “tower” at t + 1 of 3.4(b). For instance, in figure 3.4 the
four arrows represent the several possibilities to jump from one of the locations of
t = 2. The total length of the set [0, 1] that has escape time t is
L (t) =
∫ 1
0
HE (t, y) dy = (c+ d)
t (1− c− d) , (3.17)
and the probability to escape at time t′ > t can be calculated as
P (t′ > t|t, ε) = 1
L (t) ε
∫ 1
0
dyHE (t, y)
∫ x+ε/2
x−ε/2
dy′HC (t+ 1, y′) (3.18)
i.e., we sum over all states y with time t, times the probability of an adjacent state
y′ have escape time t′ > t. This can be seen as a convolution: we integrate y ∈ [0, 1],
and then y′ ∈ [y − ε, y + ε]. In fact, this integration can be analytically computed,
however, the number of branches scales exponentially with t. This happens because
the number of different branches of both HC and HE scale with 2t. So, we start to
simplify this apparent complex problem.
Our simplified approach consists in estimating to what extent we really need to
use all the terms of the integral. By looking at fig. 3.4, at each time, we can divide
the several branches of HE into blocks. We say that a block consists of a tower of time
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Figure 3.4: (Color) Construction of the Cantor set by the 3&3 open baker map; a)
Et, the set of points that escape at time t (set constructed in Fig. 1.6c); b) Ct, the
set of points that escape at time t′ ≥ t. t = 1, 2, 3, 4 is represented by blue, green,
red, black respectively. The arrows represent which jumps are allowed when taking
the approximation n = 1 and n = 2 at time t = 2 (see text).
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t in Fig 3.4(a), plus the two adjacent towers, with time t+ 1, at 3.4(b), as indicated
by the filled arrows. For a fixed time t, each of the blocks has a characteristic length
ltk = c
kdt−k
and our hypothesis is that, on a first approximation, the largest contribution to the
integral comes from the immediate neighborhoods of the block. It is relevant to
present a particular example of our reasoning: consider that we are at a state r with
escape time t = 2. Looking at the figure 3.4(a), we are in one of the green towers.
Lets assume, without loss of generality, that we are in the left one. Our hypothesis
is that the integral 3.18 is dominated by the probability to jump to r′ in one of the
two left side red towers of figure 3.4(b), as indicated by the filled arrows. On this
simplification we are neglecting the possible jumps indicated by the dashed arrows.
To study our hypothesis, we start by simplifying Eq. 3.18, substitutingHC (t+ 1, y′)
by
f (y′, l) =

1 y′ ≥ 0 ∧ y′ ≤ lc
1 y′ > l (1− d) ∧ y′ ≤ l
0 else
which is to say that we are only interested on the closest towers with t′ = t + 1. We
catalog each of the blocks by Bti , where i ∈ [1, N ] = [1, 2t]. We can calculate
P˜
(
t′ > t|Bti , t, ε
) ≡ 1
lti (1− c− d) ε
∫ lti(1−d)
a·lti
dy
∫ y+ε/2
y−ε/2
f
(
y′, lti
)
dy′ ,
which we call the n = 1 order approximation of the probability to jump to t′ > t, given
that we are at escape time t, at block Bti and with a fix ε. We can use this quantity
and Bayes’ rule,
P˜ (t′ > t,Bi|t, ε) = P˜ (t′ > t|Bi, t, ε) P˜ (Bi|t, ε)
to compute
P˜ (t′ > t|t, ε) =
2t∑
i=1
P˜ (t′ > t,Bi|t, ε) P˜ (Bi|t, ε) .
The probabilityP˜ (Bi|t, ε) = P˜ (Bi|t) is just the probability to be in the block Bi with
escape time t, which is proportional to the length of that block times the fraction
that is at time t:
P˜ (Bi|t, ε) = l
t
i (1− c− d)∑N
k=0 l
t
k (1− c− d)
=
lti∑N
k=1 l
t
k
.
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On the other hand, the number of blocks with length ltk = ckdt−k is given by the
binomial distribution. Because P (t′ > t, ltk|t, ε) = P (t′ > t,Btk|t, ε) and
L (t)
(1− c− d) = (c+ d)
t =
2t∑
i=1
lti =
t∑
k=0
(
t
k
)
ckdt−k
we obtain
P˜ (t′ > t|t, ε) = (1− c− d)
L (t∗)
t∗∑
k=0
(
t∗
k
)
ckdt
∗−kP˜
(
t′ > t∗, lt
∗
k |t∗, ε
)
(3.19)
where t∗ = t − 1 comes from the fact that for t = 1 there is only one term on the
sum, the one with length l00 = 1.
In figure 3.5 we plot both P (t′ > t|t, ε) numerically calculated and the analytic
P˜ (t′ > t|t, ε), using Eq. 3.18 and 3.19 respectively, as a function of ε and for different
t’s for the symmetric 3&3 open baker map. For ε → 0, P (t′ > t|t, ε) → 0 and the
scaling is ε (in figure, it is a straight line with slope m = 1). This result is explained
by the fact that for small ε, the region of interest is the border between the zone of
escape time t (for t = 2, the red zone of fig. 3.4(a) and the zone t′ > t (green zone
of fig. 3.4(b)). The scaling is due to the overlap of a window of size ε centered inside
points of the zone of escape time t, which is ε. For ε → ∞, P (t′ > t|t, ε) → 0, and
the scaling is ε−1 (in figure, it is a straight line with slope m = −1). This result
is explained by the fact that once ε is big enough, the integral is constant, but the
normalization constant is proportional to ε.
The interesting result is that there exists an εmax which maximizes P (t′ > t|t, ε).
Moreover, an agreement of P˜ (t′ > t|t, ε) with P (t′ > t|t, ε) is clear, showing that the
dominant region for the integral is indeed the region within the block: the two lobes
that appear in t = 2 are just the other two blue towers of figure 3.4, neglected in our
simplification.
Another interesting discussion is that because the cantor set is self similar, the sim-
plification taken is in fact a first order of a general method to compute P (t′ > t|t, ε);
one can use a n’th order by considering 2n towers. Because of self similarity, one
concludes that the numerically calculated P (t′ > t|t, ε) for t = 2 is in fact the second
order approximation for the t = 2: we took into account not only the two left most
towers, but also the right ones (we counted both filled and dashed arrows in Fig. 3.4.
This motivates the general formula to approximate P (t′ > t|t, ε):
Pn (t
′ > t|t, ε) = (1− c− d)
L (t∗)
t∗∑
k=0
(
t∗
k
)
lt
∗
k P (t
′ > t∗|t∗, ε∗) (3.20)
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Figure 3.5: (Color) Probability distribution P (t′ > t|t, ε) and P˜ (t′ > t|t, ε) as a func-
tion of ε, and for different escape times for the 3&3 open baker map. Thick lines
showing the numerical result, obtained using Eq. 3.18, thin lines the analytical result
using Eq. 3.19, and dashed lines the numericaly obtained result for t stretched by
1/3, fitting parts of the t− 1 curve.
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with t∗ = t − n and ε∗ = ε/lt∗k . For t = n, the result is exact. For t > n, the result
is an approximation, which does not take into account all the terms of the integral
Eq. 3.18. Because the evaluation of P (t′ > n|n, ε∗) is O (2n), the “heaviness” of the
integral is constant for a fixed n, and the number of evaluations scales linearly with
time because the number of terms of the sum scales with t. In figure 3.5 Pn (t′ > t|t, ε)
is shown for n = 1, t = 2 in black dashed and n = 2, t = 3 in red dashed, confirming
that the two lateral peaks on t = 3 are now covered by the n = 2 approximation.
3.5.1 The variation of εmax (t)
One pertinent point at this stage is how the peak changes with the parameters. More
importantly, it is relevant to understand how the peak calculated by the approx-
imation Pn (t′ > t|t, ε) varies. The fact is that we cannot obtain P (t′ > t|t, ε) for
t  1 because the integration on Eq. 3.18 is numerically difficult. However, we
can use the approximation Pn (t′ > t|t, ε), and estimate εmax,n (t). Our hypothesis is
that εmax,n (t) is not very different from εmax (t). To verify this, we have calculated
εmax,n (t) and εmax (t) for different n, t. Because we do not have access to εmax (t), the
best we can do is to compare different n’s.
We have performed the numerical integration of these quantities, using Mathe-
matica® running on parallel, for three different orders, and we have found that the
εmax,n (t) is the same (10−18 uncertainty), for both symmetric and non-symmetric
maps, for n = 1, 2, 3, for t until 10 (which can be shown on the figure 3.8, as the
numerically stretch line as the same maximum as the big lines. This result suggests
that in fact the first order approximation is the one that dominates the variation of
εmax. A consequence of this result is that, for high enough t, the most probable tow-
ers of the phase-space with that escape time should dominate εmax. This is because
all the others become irrelevant in number and the fact that different sizes do not
significantly contribute to the integral. Thus, the εmax can be estimated as the length
that maximizes the typical length at escape time t:
lˆ (t, k) =
1
(c+ d)t
(
t
k
)
ckdt−k .
Maximizing lˆ is the same as maximizing log lˆ,
log lˆ (t, k) = log (t!)− log (k!)− log ((t− k)!)
+ k log c+ (t− k) log d− t log (c+ d)
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which can be approximated, by Stirling’s formula (which is valid for high t, exactly
the limit we want to study), by
log lˆ (t, k) ' t log (t)− k log (k)− (t− k) log (t− k)
+ k log c+ (t− k) log d− t log (c+ d) .
Equating its derivative with respect to k to zero we obtain
log
t− k∗
k∗
= log
d
c
or
k∗ =
t
d
c
+ 1
. (3.21)
We can obtain εmax by
εmax (t) = c
k∗dt−k
∗
which, using Eq. 3.21, gives
log εmax (t) = −tc
−1 log d−1 + d−1 log c−1
c−1 + d−1
Surprisingly,
c−1 log d−1 + d−1 log c−1
c−1 + d−1
≡ λL = λ1
is the positive Lyapunov exponent of the open baker map (see Eq. 1.14). After the
hard work, the result seems rather trivial: looking at two points in the phase-space
separated by a distance ε, if one of the points has escape time t1, for the second point
to be in the same region (say of the order of the leak I) on time t2 ∼ t1, then we must
ensure that the divergence of their initial conditions after one more iteration must be
compensated by a respective change on initial ε at t = 0. This divergence is given by
the Lyapunov exponent (Sec. 1.1.4.1), and so the expected scaling of εmax (t) should
be according to exp (−λLt).
Given the objective of achieving locality, we expect that σ (t) should scale with
εmax (t): if the proposal width is too big in a given time,
σ (t) εmax (t) (3.22)
then, it approaches the limit σ (t)→∞ which is the uniform proposal treated in Sec.
3.4.1. The consequence is an acceptance going to zero. On the other hand, if
σ (t) εmax (t) (3.23)
it is approaching the limit σ (t) → 0 and the same escape time, t′ = t, is always
being proposed. The consequence is the acceptance going to one, but the simulation
is stuck in a very specific region of the phase-space.
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t
t’
Figure 3.6: (Color) Probability of proposing t′ given t for the 3&3 open baker map,
calculated using exact density of states and λ = λL. Black dashed line represents the
diagonal.
3.5.2 Computational verification
To confirm the scaling of σ (t), we numerically apply the algorithm to the open baker
map. All the simulations were made with the precision necessary so that σ (t) is
greater than the machine precision. Since a typical 64bits machine has only 19 decimal
places when using long double, the GMP Multiple Precision Arithmetic Library[58]
was used.
In figure 3.6 is shown the conditional probability of proposing a state with escape
time t′ given that the system is on a state with escape time t,
P (t′|t) ≡Mexc (t, t′)
also called the excitation matrix. This matrix was calculated using a “perfect” multi-
canonic simulation, i.e. using the exact density of states, ρ (t) = exp (−γt), and the
“exact” σ (t) = a exp (−λLt) in the 3&3 open baker map. The matrix is diagonal,
meaning that we are effectively proposing states with high locality: we were able to
find which ε (t) leads to proposals with ∆t ∼ 1.
To further emphasize our result, in figure 3.7 we show the acceptance of a multi-
canonic simulation in the 3&3 and 3&9 open baker maps, for slightly different scalings
of σ (t). For a smaller exponent, λ = 0.9λL, the scaling of the typical εmax is faster
than the scaling of σ, causing a proposal of several states with time t′ < t, as the
situation of Eq. 3.23 is being more and more verified as t→∞. For higher exponent
values, λ = 1.1λL, the scaling of εmax is slower than that of σ, as we are approaching
the situation of Eq.3.23 as t→∞. Finally, for adequate λ = λL, the acceptance is a
constant quantity throughout the spectra.
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Figure 3.7: (Color online) Acceptance ratio vs escape time for the 3&3 and 3&9 open
baker map, for a multicanonic simulation with proposal given by Eq. 3.10 with 3
different exponents. Thick line was calculated to tmax = 100.
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Figure 3.8: (Color Online) scaling of the tunneling time with maximum escape time
tmax used. On both cases the scaling seems polimonial, and the coefficient in aparent
agreement with predictions.
3.5.3 Efficiency of the algorithm
In Fig. 3.2, because the exponent of σ was adjusted to be close to the Lyapunov
exponent, the acceptance is approximately constant. This leads to an algorithm that
performs a random walk in the escape time variable with a constant diffusivity. The
consequence is that the number of samples to estimate a given maximum escape time
is of O (t2max)  O (eγtmax), when compared to the uniform sampling. In figure 3.2
we showed ρ (t) of the hyperbolic Hénon map, calculated using Landau’s algorithm,
with 108 samples. Notice that at tmax = 100, ρ (tmax) ' 10−27, which would mean
that, using an uniform sampling, 1027 samples would be needed to sample one point
on which our algorithm is already giving a very good estimation.
To confirm the scaling of the algorithm, in figure 3.8 we present the number of
samples and map iterations per round-trip as a function of the cutoff time tmax. The
latter can be obtained by tH (t) /Ntt, where H (t) is the measured histogram, and Ntt
the number of round-trips used. As explained before, the number of samples should
scale with t2max, and thus the map iterations should scale with t3max. Since the lack
of decades makes difficult to tell if that it is in fact a power-law behavior, we restrict
ourselves to mention that it seems a power law with exponent 2 for samples and 3 for
iterations, in accordance with the theoretical predictions.
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3.6 Adaptive method for computing the Lyapunov
exponent
The previous discussion shows that the a priori knowledge of λL is a requirement for
an efficient Monte Carlo simulation. This is a clear limitation of the Landau algorithm
we have used. However, the previous discussion also showed that on an hyperbolic
system, for each fixed t, if σ (t) εmax (t), the proposals are mostly with t′ < t and
that if σ (t) εmax (t), most of the proposals are with t′ = t. Motivated by this, we
propose a generalization of the Landau algorithm.
Suppose we have no knowledge about the phase-space’s structure of the hyper-
bolic system. In that case, our best guess would be to propose a state according to
an uniform distribution, i.e. with a σ (t) of the size of the phase-space maximum
distances. After we proposed a state with that sigma, we gained the knowledge of
which t′ that particular σ (t) gave. The results obtained in Sec. 3.5.1 suggest that, on
average, if t′ < t, we should decrease the σ (t) the next time we are at that particular
t. Likewise, if t′ ≥ t, we should increase σ (t). So, we could adjust σ (t) on the run,
as it does not break the detailed balance of the Markov matrix.
Motivated by these ideas, we propose the following generalization of the Landau
algorithm: consider a Landau scheme, where we also initialize σ (t) = 1 for t ∈
[tmin, tmax]. Every time we are in the state r with time t and we propose a state r′
with time t′, we do the following update:
σ (t)← σ(t)
1+f
if t′ < t
σ (t)← σ (t) (1 + f) if t′ ≥ t
S (t)← S (t) + f .
(3.24)
where f is the Landau’s one and we use the same update of f , f ← f/2. Like in
Landau algorithm, in the limit of f → 0, we obtain a markovian process and thus we
expect that σ (t) converges to a quantity that is controlling the locality on each t.
In figure 3.9 we show σ (t), S (t) = log ρ (t) and the histogram H (t) of the last
step of our method, for the open baker map for the 3&9, for 12 f -updates, with
128 round-trips each update of f . We find that the simple update scheme on Eq.
3.24 leads to a log σ (t) = −λexpt. Notice that Eq. 3.24 does not imply any a priori
exponential decay of the escape time. Also, the expected behavior of S (t) ∝ −γsimt
is obtained. Using the analytical results from chapter 1, Eq. 1.14 and Eq. 1.12, a fit
on both ρ and σ gives
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Figure 3.9: ρ (t) and σ (t) of the 3&9 Baker map calculated with our adaptive method.
On the left, the escape time distribution, on the middle the σ (t) built by our method.
Also, on the right, the flat histogram of the last Landau step used. The reported values
of the escape rate γ = 0.831 and the Lyapynov exponent λ = 0.442 were obtained by
fitting the numerical results.
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|λexp − λexact|
λexact
= 0.001%, 5.01%
and |γexp − γexact|
γexact
= 0.164%, 2.47%
for the open 3&3 and 3&9 Baker map respectively. In the Hénon map with k = 6
(Eq. 1.16) there is no theoretical value for both γ and λL, but because for the Hénon
map the metric entropy is K1 = log 2[17], from relation Eq. 1.15, we obtain
λL − γ = log 2
A fit to both σ (t) and ρ (t) on the Hénon map gives
λexp − γexp − log 2
log 2
= 3.00% .
We confirm that both the acceptance and the conditional probability P (t′|t) are
constant and diagonal respectively, as expected. While a formal demonstration is not
trivial for this non-markovian process, these results give important indications that
the method is converging to σ (t) ∝ exp (−λLt).
3.7 Higher dimensional systems
One important question left in the previous section is whether the methods that we
are using are valid for higher dimensional hyperbolic systems. Probably the most
important reason to ask this is because Monte Carlo integration is well known to be
efficient in high dimensional systems[49, 50]. To test our method, we consider the
4-dimensional coupled Hénon Map[30, 17] defined by
T :

xn+1 = A− x2n +Byn + k (xn − un)
yn+1 = xn
un+1 = C − u2n +Dvn + k (xn − un)
vn+1 = un
where A,B,C,D and k are parameters. For A = 3, B = 0.3, C = 5, D = 0.3, and
k = 0.4 the map exhibits hyperbolic transient chaos, as studied in Ref. [30]. Taking
the transient region to be bounded by I = [−4, 4]× [−4, 4]× [−4, 4]× [−4, 4] (i.e. the
initial conditions are inside I, and the leak is defined if the particle leaves the region
I [30]), we consider a straightforward generalization of the proposal of Eq. 3.10:
g (r → r′) =
4∏
i=1
gi (r → r′)
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Figure 3.10: ρ (t) and σ (t) of the Coupled Hénon map, presented on text. On the
left, the escape time distribution, on the right σ (t) built by our method. Notice that
the sampling is with probabilities as low as ∼ 10−45.
where
gi (r → r′) = N (|xi − x′i| , σ (te (r)))
i.e. a generalized Gaussian distribution, all with the same σ (t). This is the only mod-
ification needed, which, in some sense, generalizes the proposal to a d dimensional
space. In Fig. 3.10 ρ (t) and σ (t) obtained with our method are shown. The accep-
tance is again constant and the excitation matrix diagonal (Fig. 3.11) confirming the
achieved locality. We have obtained
λexp = 1.318
well close to the maximum Lyapunov exponent obtained in Ref. [30], λref ≈ 1.33,
suggesting that in higher dimensional systems, the quantity of interest for a constant
acceptance is maximum Lyapunov exponent, closely approximated by our method.
We would like to emphatize that there is room for improvement in this general-
ization: a direction dependent proposal, σ (t) = (σx (t) , σu (t)) could be used. We
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Figure 3.11: (Color) P (t′|t) of the higher-dimensional Coupled Hénon map (see text
for parameters) after our adaptive Landau algorithm converged. Diagonal ploted in
black dashed. The matrix is clearly diagonal, showing the required locality.
believe that this choice, with a proper generalization of our adaptive method for more
dimensions, could allow the calculation of the Lyapunov exponent’s spectra. Never-
theless, as pointed out by Tamás Tél [59], this method allows the calculation of a
very large set of points as close as one wishes from the chaotic saddle, as was done in
Ref. [30]. Thus, important quantities of the saddle like the dimension spectra can be
computed from them as well.
3.8 Non-hyperbolic systems
The most common Hamiltonian systems in physics are non-hyperbolic, as we discussed
in chapter 1. We now focus in studying the possibilities of applying our method in
non-hyperbolic open systems. We focus on one type of non-hyperbolic components,
the KAM islands. We start by noticing that the assymptotic Lyapunov exponent of an
non-hyperbolic Hamiltonian system tends to zero due to the stickiness around KAM
islands. This means that the results in the previous section can not be applied to
these systems. As we have discussed in Sec. 2.2.2, like the surviving probability, the
escape time distribution has now three regimes related to the different components
of the saddle.
By the same arguments used in Sec. 2.2.2, we would expect that the typical scales
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Figure 3.12: (Color) Escape time distribution for the non-hyperbolic Hénon map
k = 2, for 2 different methods and different parameter, the minima of the spectra
tmin. On top a log-linear scale, on botton a log-log scale. The transient time was
estimated as tII ' 60.
of the system, ε (t), be dominated by three regimes,
ε (t) ≈

irregular for t < tI
Ae−λeff t for tI < t < tII
Bt−α for t > tII .
where λeff is an effective Lyapunov exponent and α a constant. One interesting
point is whether our method converges when we apply it to a non-hyperbolic system.
We apply the adaptive method to the non-hyperbolic Hénon map, Eq. 1.16 with
k = 2. To compare the results regarding ρ (t), we also compute ρ (t) using an uniform
sampling.
In figure 3.12 we show the escape time distribution of the studied map. In agree-
ment with the discussion of Chapter 2, there is the expected transition time tII from
which ρ (t) goes from exponential to power law behavior, shown in the uniform sam-
pling (black line). However, the adaptive algorithm gives an unexpected result: if
all the spectrum is considered (red line), the simulation converges to an exponential
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Figure 3.13: (Color) σ (t) adaptively built by our method for the non-hyperbolic
Hénon map k = 2, for two different simulations at different tmin (same simulations as
on Fig. 3.12). On top a log-linear scale, on botton a log-log scale. A fit to the red
curve gives λeff = 0.957.
decay of ρ (t) for asymptotic time, which only fits the ρ (t) obtained for uniform sam-
pling for t < tII . On the other hand, if the initial exponential decay is disregarded
(i.e. tmin = 70 > tII), the power-law behavior of ρ (t) is obtained. This curve was
multiplied by a constant to fit the uniform sampling: the fact that we are not con-
sidering t < tmin leads to a different pre-factor on ρ (t) because the sampling is on
a smaller volume of the initial conditions; the original curve is shown in Fig. 3.14,
black. The important point is that the scaling is consistent with the ρ (t) obtained
with uniform sampling.
In figure 3.13 we show σ (t) after the convergence of the adaptive method for both
situations: tmin = 2 < tII and tmin = 70 > tII . As expected from the discussion of
Chapter 2, when tmin > tII the scaling approaches a power-law. However, like in ρ (t),
the method with tmin < tII converges to an exponential decay of σ (t). An important
characteristic of the method with tmin > tII is that it does not fulfill ergodicity of the
Markov process: because the round-trip is between tmin and tmax, and σ (tmin) ∼ 10−8,
it is not guaranted that the system visits all the accessible initial conditions, Iinitial.
One possibility to explain these results is the non-convergence of the adaptive
method. The fact that we are changing both the proposal and the asymptotic distri-
bution can lead to a Landau process that, only for very small f , makes the histogram
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constant. Nevertheless, the entropy calculated should be a good approximation: the
measured histogram on the last Landau step is approximately flat for both simula-
tions and thus we are close to a markovian multicanonic process. Another alternative
is bolder, and considers the following conjecture:
there are regions of the phase-space responsible for the exponential
decay, regions responsible for the power-law behavior and these regions
are not necessarily spatially related.
Our conjecture is that we can spatially distinguish two types of dynamics (which
we call regions): an “hyperbolic region”, Iexp, responsible for the exponential decay of
both ρ (t) and σ (t), and a “non-hyperbolic region”, Ipow, responsible for the power-law
decay of both ρ (t) and σ (t). Notice that these regions are fundamentally different
from the regions considered in Sec. 1.2.1: the initial conditions start outside the
KAM island.
To test our conjecture, we focus on explaining what we believe is happening on the
adaptive method with tmin < tII . Initially, it starts to build ρ (t) and σ (t) according
to Iexp: it is the most likely region for t < tII . Accordingly, σ (t) is built to an
exponential decay. When the system is at t ∼ tII , it is already highly correlated by
the path it took to reach t. In particular, it came from the region Iexp. Because the
proposals are governed by σ (t) ∼ exp (−λeff t), the algorithm will only move in space
with distances of scale of
ε ∼ εII ≡ exp (−λeff tII) . (3.25)
If the minimum distance from Iexp to Ipow is higher than εII ,
dmin (Iexp, Ipow) > εII (3.26)
then, it is unlikely that there are proposals inside Ipow. This way, the algorithm
continues on Iexp, and continues to build the exponential decay of ρ (t > tII). In this
view, we think that it is intuitive to think that it is converging to a “local hyperbolic
escape time distribution”,
ρlocal, exp (t) ∝ e−γt
and a “local hyperbolic typical scaling”,
σlocal, exp (t) ∝ e−λeff t .
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From Fig. 3.13, we estimate λeff ' 0.957 and tII ' 60, which leads, from Eq. 3.25
to
εII ∼ 10−27 . (3.27)
On the other hand, considering the other simulation, with tmin > tII , we already
start choosing the region to be the power-law region (because it is most likely to be
chosen by the ρ (t) obtained uniformly). So, the method does not fulfill the ergodicity
condition and thus can become trapped on particular regions with escape times t >
tmin, regions inside Ipow. So, it should converge to a “local non-hyperbolic escape time
distribution”,
ρlocal, pow (t) ∝ t−β
and a “local non-hyperbolic typical scaling”,
σlocal, pow (t) ∝ e−αt .
An interesting result suggesting this behavior is the observation of a very specific
region
Ilocal,pow = [−2.5886082,−2.5886070] ⊂ Iinitial
on which the adaptive method gets stuck in when tmin > tII . Focusing on that
region, an uniform sampling on it can be considered to compare with the adaptive
algorithm. In figure 3.14 the escape time distribution is shown for both methods: in
black the adaptive method using initial conditions inside Iinitial and tmin = 70, and
in red the uniform sampling with initial conditions in Ilocal,pow (this region does not
have escape times smaller than 53). Clearly, both distributions agree for the times
considered, suggesting that the adaptive method is actually calculating ρlocal,pow (t),
a consequence of not fulfilling ergodicity and being stuck in a region Ilocal,pow ⊂ Ipow.
Nevertheless, this result suggests that the first part of the conjecture considered is
correct: there is a defined region Ipow responsible for the power-law decay.
Finally, we notice that if there is an exponential decay region close to Ilocal,pow
(where closeness is given by Eq. 3.26) to where the method tmin < tII could jump
from, then it should have been sampled when we used it (distribution given by the
red line on figure 3.12). Interestingly, when we look to all the proposed points of
that method after convergence, figure 3.15, we clearly see that it is proposing states
with escape times t ∼ 100 throughout the Iinitial, as it should, but it is not proposing
states nearby the region Ilocal,pow. Moreover, εII is clearly much smaller than the the
distance from Ilocal,pow to any region with high escape time on Fig. 3.15. This suggests
that, indeed, the region Ilocal,pow does not contain any exponential decay. Altogether,
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Figure 3.14: (Color Online) Escape time distribution for the non-hyperbolic Hénon
map k = 2, for uniform sampling on Ilocal,pow (red) and adaptive method on Iinitial
with tmin = 70 (black), showing a clear agreement.
these results show that the application of our adaptive algorithm to non-hyperbolic
systems is not straightforward. Our results suggest that important regions of the
phase-space are being resolved. Future work is required to clarify how to extend our
results of hyperbolic systems to mixed-phase-space systems.
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Figure 3.15: (Color Online) Escape time vs position x ∈ Iinitial proposed using the
adaptive method after convergence, for tmin < tII . Each point (out of 107 points)
on the figure is a proposed state with the respective escape time and more than one
round-trip was used to measure this figure. Red line is delimiting Ilocal,pow (too small
to distinguish the beginning and end of the region) and tII in green line. Top image
shows the relevant part of Iinitial, bottom left a magnification of the top image and
bottom right a magnification of the bottom left image. Looking at the region nearby
Ilocal,pow, clearly almost no states were proposed on that region with escape time
t > tII . Notice that the distance from Ilocal,pow to the biggest “tower” of the bottom
right panel is ∼ 10−4  εII = 10−27.
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Conclusions
In this thesis we studied transient chaos, which is mainly characterized by the prop-
erties of the chaotic saddle, such as the Lyapunov exponent, escape rate, fractal
dimension, as introduced in chapter 1. We focused on the escape time distribution,
both of hyperbolic and non-hyperbolic Hamiltonian systems. It is well known that the
exponential decay of the escape time distribution is a signature of hyperbolic chaos.
However, non-hyperbolic components lead to a power-law behaviour of the escape
time distribution, which has important consequences on the long time behaviour of
the trajectories. We introduced the complicated picture of KAM islands, and how
they influence this power-law regime. In this thesis we have investigated the effect
of noise on these systems and the question of an efficient procedure to sample initial
conditions on then.
We have shown that noise-perturbed trajectories can lead to an even more intricate
picture. While the survival probability turns exponential in all cases, as expected
and previously noted, we characterized the existence of 5 intermediate regimes in
non-hyperbolic systems. The parameters and the time-scale of these regimes were
studied as a function of the leak size and noise intensity. We connected the phase-
space components with those parameters and showed that the observed trapping of
trajectories in Ref. [1] is also valid in mixed phase-space billiards. This result indicates
that small perturbations in laser cavities may increase the transient regime. Finally,
we have shown that the (intermediate-times) escape rate scales linearly with leak size
and is extremely sensitive to the location of the leak, results previously known for fully
chaotic systems[39, 40, 18]. Second, we have shown that the asymptotic exponential
decay γξ depends on the noise intensity, ξ, as γξ ∼ ξ2 with a transition γξ = γ for
large ξ, where γ is the escape rate of the non-perturbed system, Fig 2.5.
Even in simple systems like the ones we have considered, the computation effort to
study transient chaos can be high. The exponential decay of the escape time distribu-
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tion leads to a very difficult sampling of states with high escape times. In this thesis,
we have used the analogy of the escape time distribution with the density of states
used in statistical physics to introduce importance sampling techniques. With one of
these techniques, the Landau algorithm[3], the escape time distribution is computed
in polynomial time (Fig. 3.8), much faster than the exponential time generally veri-
fied for currently used methods (Fig. 3.2). By analytical calculations and numerical
experiments, we have shown that the characteristic length of the proposal function
of the sampling technique should scale exponentially in time, with exponent equal to
the Lyapunov exponent. This allows us to achieve a polymonial computation time
(Fig. 3.7). Motivated by this result, we introduced a generalization of the Landau
algorithm to compute both the escape time distribution and the desired proposal
function (Eq. 3.24). We have confirmed, by different numerical simulations, that our
algorithm converges to a flat-histogram and flat-acceptance multicanonic simulation,
both in lower and higher dimensional hyperbolic systems.
We would like to emphasize that a multicanonic simulation is extremely efficient
and versatile, as it guarantees time-independent error bars of the measured quantities.
Moreover, any quantity can be computed with it. One quantity usually referred in
the literature is the visualization of the chaotic saddle[30, 60, 17]. Since our method
already produces a large set of points with arbitrary high escape times, it can be used
to compute the saddle directly[17, 59].
Finally, we apply our new techniques to non-hyperbolic systems. We have shown
that the adaptive method we developed (and thus the Landau algorithm) converges
either to the exponential decay or the power-law regime (Fig. 3.12). Using our
algorithm, we reported that, for the paradigmatic system we have studied, there are
specific regions of the phase-space, away from the non-hyperbolic components of the
chaotic saddle, that only have the power-law regime (Fig. 3.15). This suggests that
the hyperbolic and non-hyperbolic components of the chaotic saddle are not mixed in
the phase-space. We numerically confirm that an uniform sampling on these power-
law regions allows the calculation of, at least, four more decades of the power-law tail
(Fig. 3.14 and Fig. 3.12). It is an open issue whether these regions are particular of
the studied map or if this is a general property of non-hyperbolic systems.
To our knowledge, the use of Monte Carlo techniques to sample a phase space
with fractal structure is new. This leads to several questions. Are there better
distributions to use for the proposal function? This non-convergence of our algorithm
suggests that the Landau algorithm also fails to converge. Is the non-convergence of
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the Landau algorithm general in non-hyperbolic systems? We think this is the first
time a non-convergence of the Landau algorithm is reported.
Finally, we would like to emphasize that the two apparently distinct topics studied
in this thesis are in fact very close to each other: on one hand, random perturbations
lead to a random walk in the phase space, which causes the trajectory to become
trapped in non-hyperbolic components of the phase space. On the other hand, the
Monte Carlo technique uses a random walk in the phase-space to better approach the
chaotic saddle. In both cases, the key elements arise from the interplay between a
complicated deterministic dynamics and a simple stochastic process. The results are
simpler in hyperbolic systems and more difficult in non-hyperbolic cases. Altogether,
the results of this thesis show that the combination of methods and algorithms of
statistical physics can lead to more efficient numerical procedures and an improved
understanding of transiently chaotic systems.
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